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I. Executive Summary and Background

With a generous grant from the Columbia-IBM Center for Blockchain and Data 

Transparency, the Columbia Law School/Business School Program in the Law and Economics of 

Capital Markets (the “Program”) is conducting a survey of domestic and international securities 

markets regulators, entrepreneurs, private industry leaders, legal practitioners, academics, and 

other stakeholders in the securities markets (the “Survey”). The Survey is designed to provide a 

deeper understanding of what these stakeholders consider to be the most important issues raised 

by distributed ledger technology (“DLT”) for the securities markets and their regulation. DLT is 

an integral part of the larger revolution in computing, communication, and data storage that has 

transformed securities markets over the last few decades1 and promises further radical change in 

the years to come.2 

II. Commencing the Survey

As a starting point, the Program organized a Roundtable in June 2019 to test and discuss a 

set of draft questions to be included in the Survey. With backgrounds in law, finance, and 

computer science,3 the participants focused on how data, blockchain, and smart contract 

technologies are affecting economics, law, and policy in the securities markets. The Roundtable 

was critical in shaping the Survey, helping to determine who would be interviewed and the 

questions they would be asked.  

Following the Roundtable, interviews began late last summer and have thus far been 

conducted with 49 persons, including current and former SEC commissioners and other regulators, 

heads of FINRA, and general counsel and economists at national stock exchanges and prominent 

1 See MERRITT B. FOX, LAWRENCE R. GLOSTEN, GABRIEL D. RAUTERBERG, THE NEW STOCK MARKET: LAW, 
ECONOMICS, AND POLICY (2019, Columbia University Press). 

2 See MERRITT B. FOX, LAWRENCE R. GLOSTEN, EDWARD F. GREENE, & MENESH PATEL, SECURITIES MARKET
ISSUES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY (2019). 

3 The attendees at the Roundtable are listed in Appendix I. 



  

            

              

         

 

           

            

         

         

             

           

         

  

         

       

        

   

      

       

     

      

       

          

             

       

      

         

         

 
         
                

legal practitioners and persons from the broker-dealer community.4 Two more people have agreed 

to be interviewed, but dates have not yet been set.5 The interviews conducted thus far have been 

especially valuable because of the interviewees’ enthusiasm and their willingness to connect us 

with additional interviewees.  In total, we anticipate interviewing about 100 persons. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the Survey in important ways, forcing us to change 

how we conduct our interviews and when we will hold the final academic conference on Survey 

results. (The conference is now scheduled for Spring 2021 rather than in the Fall 2020 as originally 

planned. The pandemic’s enormous economic impact and the associated uncertainty also serve as 

a sort of stress test that could reveal what is and is not working in our securities markets. Finally, 

the pandemic will probably accelerate changes to how various securities market participants do 

business. Thus, although the pandemic may prolong the project, it will also make the results even 

more valuable.  More specifically: 

Interview Format. Until recently, we preferred to conduct interviews in person so that 

interviewees would be more candid. Since March 2020, however, we have conducted all 

interviews by video over Zoom. Despite losing some intimacy, we have gained scheduling 

flexibility and the ability to do more interviews. 

Interview Content. When we began the Survey last Summer, the U.S. economy was 

experiencing robust growth, and our interviews reflected thoughts about the world as it existed 

then. The world has, of course, changed drastically since, and our current interviews are capturing 

the thinking of market participants, regulators, and academics as they come to grips with 

unprecedented market turmoil and regulatory challenges. The extended interview schedule 

enables us to take full advantage of the opportunity presented by this otherwise unfortunate change 

of circumstances. It allows us to document the new thinking that is emerging from the crisis and 

to return to prior interviewees once the impact of COVID-19 is more fully understood. In fact, 

multiple interviewees have already said they are eager to speak with us again, citing concern that 

the pandemic is forcing a re-examination of fundamental assumptions about market structure and 

functions, the results of which will be much clearer in six months or so. No one knows whether 

4 The persons interviewed so far are listed in Appendix II. 
5 The persons scheduled to be interviewed in the near future are listed in Appendix III. 
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the current economic crisis will have anything approaching a similar impact, but out of the Great 

Depression came the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, statutes that 

dramatically changed securities regulation and still form the backbone of our regulatory structure. 

As has always been our plan, we will evaluate the results of this research in a final white 

paper, which will be presented at a conference of securities academics and practitioners in Spring 

2021 relating to DLT, advanced information technology, and the future of securities regulation.  

Surveys have always been regarded as a fundamental research tool in law and economics.6 The 

Columbia Business Law Review (CBLR) has agreed to use this conference as the basis for a 

symposium issue. Nearly twenty of the world’s top securities law scholars have agreed to 

participate in the conference and have their papers published in the symposium issue.7 

III. Preliminary Survey Results 

Below is a preliminary summary of the most important topics and themes that have 

emerged from the interviews thus far. Broadly speaking, even as interviewees expressed a wide 

variety of opinions about a DLT-filled future, a significant number acknowledged the potential of 

DLT to transform securities markets. Key questions remain, however, about implementation and 

the appetite for it among regulators and market participants.  

As our interviews have highlighted, DLT is only the most recent manifestation of how 

advanced information technology has rapidly accelerated innovation in securities markets. While 

DLT has significant potential to transform many aspects of our securities markets, it must be 

understood in the context of broader technological change that our markets are experiencing today.  

The application of DLT and these other advances in information technology to the securities 

markets will substantially disrupt how business is done. As in any regulated industry, that 

disruption will force regulators to adapt and inevitably prompt a basic reexamination of the goals 

of the regulatory system. This will bring to the fore underlying conflicts among the different types 

of market participants that have only simmered in the background when debates have only 

involved more minor changes in established ways of doing business. More idealistically, such a 

6 See, e.g., the highly cited article, Graham and Harvey, “The Theory and Practice of Corporate Finance: Evidence 
from the Field,” Journal of Financial Economics, 2001. 

7 A list of the scholars who have agreed to participate are listed in Appendix IV. 
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disruption could remake the world anew from a regulatory and business point of view. All of this 

means that an intelligent discussion of the implications of these technologies for the securities 

markets requires an understanding of what different types of market participants think the goals of 

securities regulation should be and how they think those goals are being met. As a result, we also 

asked our interviewees about these subjects.  

Below, we synthesize our learning from discussion of the following topics that have 

emerged from the interviews thus far: (A) the overall potential of DLT (broadly conceived), (B) 

stock trading on DLT, (C) market structure concerns, (D) private vs. public markets, (E) the role 

of the ordinary investor, (F) the role of intermediaries, (G) wrongdoing in the markets, (H) digital 

coins, (H) regulatory responses to innovation, and (J) the impact of COVID-19. 

A. The Overall Potential of DLT 

Multiple interviewees said using DLT in the securities markets might have significant 

benefits. These could include lower clearing and settlement costs, an indelible and unified record 

of transactions that would make it far easier for enforcement officials to survey and trace 

transactions in order to detect and prove violations, enhanced data privacy and monitoring 

capabilities, and, as discussed below, even a platform for trading at least some, and perhaps all, 

stocks. Broadly speaking, as one member of the broker-dealer community put it, anything that 

reduces the costs and enhances the operational effectiveness of the securities markets’ payments 

system is inherently valuable. Another member of the regulatory community said blockchain 

might generally be used to make recordkeeping more efficient and for avoiding the expense of a 

trusted intermediary where one would otherwise be necessary. 

Yet just as frequently, interviewees expressed substantial concerns about whether the 

markets and regulators were ready for DLT. As one member of the regulatory community stated, 

fully functioning DLT-based markets would require near-universal adoption of DLT, which seems 

very unlikely unless regulators come up with a long-term plan for creating incentives to adopt it 

and guidance on implementing it. 

Misgivings about whether implementation would in fact on balance be positive also 

emerged as a theme in many of the interviews. As one interviewee pointed out, even if right now 

4 



  

        

        

            

         

    

  

        

        

    

        

       

       

         

           

       

        

        

        

  

      

       

       

        

       

       

      

       

     

     

DLT could facilitate audit trails and recordkeeping, an entity would still be needed to bring buyers 

and sellers together and using DLT to create a trading platform that would substitute for stock 

exchange was a much more ambitious task. Interviewees also commonly noted the obstacles of 

scaling up the functionality of DLT for widespread use as a trading platform in markets where a 

huge volume of transactions occurs in microseconds. 

B. Public Trading and Offering of Stocks on DLT? 

Publicly trading and offering stocks on DLT would have a number of advantages. But how 

practical would it be? Much depends on the scalability of DLT and the market’s and regulators’ 

appetite for a more disintermediated system. 

1. Potential advantages. In the current system of trading stocks publicly on an exchange 

or other venue, a buyer and a seller anonymously agree to transact a given number of shares for a 

given price. Then, two days later, the promised money is exchanged for the promised stock in 

what is known as clearing and settlement. It is very important for the functioning of this 

anonymous market that buyers and sellers feel confident that their deals will be honored.  

Currently, this confidence is established by a complex system that requires every buyer or seller 

to place its order through a broker who then acts as a backup should its customer fail to perform.  

The system in turn includes a clearing and settlement system whereby other brokers in essence 

back up the customer’s particular broker in case the broker itself fails. It is in clearing and 

settlement that the actual exchange of stock for money occurs. 

In theory, at least, a DLT-based system could both perform the function of the trading 

venue, matching potential buyers and sellers who could directly submit their orders to it, and then 

instantaneously provide for the exchange of stock for money. This could lead to substantial cost 

savings. Brokers, the exchanges and the clearing and settlement entity would no longer be 

necessary, and making the exchange of stock and money instantaneous would free up the capital 

currently required to back a two-day lag. The DLT system could also manage each corporation’s 

stock ledger more efficiently. Unlike today’s system, which promotes easy trading by making 

broker-provided nominees the record holders of most stock, DLT would identify the actual 

shareholders at any given moment. This would simplify distribution of dividends and required 

shareholder notifications and bring order to the currently chaotic system of shareholder voting. 

5 



  

     

      
  

         

     

       

       

 

         

       

     

       

          

          

          

 
                 

          
            

  
            
          

          
           

       
 
        

       
     

  
         

      
    

          
     

              
               

       
        

          
  

Many of these advantages, on a one-time basis, would also accompany being able to do public 

offerings of stocks utilizing DLT. And doing an offering in this fashion would lay the groundwork 

for the secondary trading of the stock to be DLT based as well. 8 

2. Views of interviewees as to the potential for trading and offering stock using DLT. A 

number of interviewees raised the possibility of trading stock on blockchain technology. For 

example, one member of the regulatory community believes that the ability to use blockchain for 

detailed audits without intermediaries could persuade markets to trade stock on blockchain 

technology.  

Even if moving all publicly traded stocks to an exclusive DLT platform proves impractical 

in the near future, one member of the regulatory community raised a narrower possibility: Some 

tier of equities (smaller companies’ stocks, for example, which have a lower volume of trading) 

could trade solely on their own, single DLT-based market, thereby eliminating the need for central 

clearing of these stocks. A member of the nonprofit community pointed out that the SEC is already 

experimenting with placing stock on a blockchain (though he noted that this would be illegal under 

current regulation). The Boston Security Token Exchange has sought to become a listing exchange 

8 Recent pilot projects involving the primary offering or secondary trading of very specific securities suggest that 
the hopes of those imagining wide-spread DLT-based offerings and trading are not entirely fanciful. See, e.g., 
Vanguard, Vanguard Advances Blockchain Technology Pilot To Streamline Asset-Backed Securities Markets (June 
11, 2020), https://pressroom.vanguard.com/news/Press-Release-Vanguard-Advances-Blockchain-Technology-Pilot-
061120.html (“Vanguard, in partnership with technology provider Symbiont, announced today the completion of the 
first phase of a blockchain pilot designed to digitize the issuance of asset-backed securities (ABS). In close 
collaboration with a large US ABS issuer, as well as BNY Mellon, Citi, and State Street, Vanguard successfully 
modeled the full lifecycle of an ABS settlement on distributed ledger technology (DLT) network by replicating end-
to-end transaction flows.”); SIX Digital Exchange launches DLT-based trading and settlement prototype (Sept. 23, 
2019), https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/34460/six-digital-exchange-launches-dlt-based-trading-and-settlement-
prototype (“Swiss stock exchange SIX has launched a prototype of its distributed ledger technology-based digital 
exchange and central securities depository. Meanwhile, trading has started on Boerse Stuttgart Digital Exchange.”); 
Societe Generale issued the first covered bond as a security token on a public blockchain (April 23, 2019), 
https://www.societegenerale.com/en/newsroom/first-covered-bond-as-a-security-token-on-a-public-blockchain (“On 
18 April 2019 Societe Generale SFH, a subsidiary of Societe Generale Group, issued EUR 100m of covered bonds as 
a security token, directly registered on the Ethereum blockchain.”); Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain 
Technology (April 2019), https://pages.consensys.net/advancing-capital-markets-with-blockchain-technology (“In 
April of this year, CapBridge announced 1exchange (1X), a private securities exchange built on the public Ethereum 
blockchain in collaboration with ConsenSys and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. 1X will tokenize 
securities, creating an immutable digital representation of investments on the blockchain that are easier, cheaper, and 
more secure to manage. Moreover, the standardization and universality of public Ethereum mainnet ensures 1X is 
aligning itself to a growing, global, borderless liquidity pool—positioning itself to connect with other blockchain-
based exchanges in the future. 1X will provide optimized tracking ability of securities traded on its platform by 
investors. Additionally, investors will have real-time and ongoing visibility into their investments without having to 
mediate with an exchange or third party.”). 
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9 

for equities as tokenized securities, relying on the Ethereum public blockchain for certain 

recordkeeping.9 

Various interviewees saw benefits to particular features of a DLT-based trading system. 

One member of the financial services industry thought DLT could transform clearing and 

settlement if deployed in a widgetized, confidential matter (analogizing this to the move toward a 

cashless society). Recordkeeping is another important potential application of DLT. A member 

of the financial services industry pointed out the importance of tracking information, noting that a 

factor contributing to the 2008 financial crisis was flawed recordkeeping in the derivatives market, 

which caused problems when credit issues arose and participants could not determine their actual 

positions. Also, the increased clarity of DLT was commented upon as useful for tracking the 

current ownership of shares in real time, alleviating concerns about the tally of proxy votes actually 

corresponding to the choices of a firm’s beneficial shareholders. 10 

Other members of the broker-dealer community speculated that DLT could be particularly 

useful in markets for securities where title or ownership structures were less clear.  

3. Problems implementing DLT-based systems for securities. The discussion above 

highlights a theme: We have heard regulators, industry participants, and academics praise the 

potential of DLT to facilitate transparency and recordkeeping and reduce the need for trusted 

intermediaries. Yet those same interviewees expressed major concerns about the technological 

For more information, see https://www.bstx.com/; https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-box-2019-
19/srbox201919-7004560-214855.pdf. 

10 See Proxy Voting by Blockchain (April 11, 2017), https://www.marketsmedia.com/proxy-voting-blockchain/ 
(“Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. (NYSE:BR), J.P. Morgan, Northern Trust and Banco Santander today 
announced the successful completion of a pilot which employs a blockchain technology to enhance global proxy vote 
transparency and analytics”); Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain Technology (April 2019), 
https://pages.consensys.net/advancing-capital-markets-with-blockchain-technology (“We can also initiate template-
driven smart contract generation of new assets with the listing requirements based on previously captured issuer data, 
like a smart prospectus. This has the potential to reduce fees as well as mechanical reliance on third parties. This can 
also enhance shareholder voting and governance in general, as automation of registry data improves certainty of 
beneficial ownership and to whom an entitlement or right is due without extensive research or reconciliation. A 
common registry of ownership associated with an ID means the issuer or issuer’s agent will know exactly who has 
which rights.”); Spencer J. Nord, Blockchain Plumbing: A Potential Solution for Shareholder Voting?, 21 J. Bus. 
L. 706 (2019), Available at: https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/jbl/vol21/iss3/4. 
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and economic challenges to implementation, as well as the hurdles to changing existing regulation 

and the resistance of parties vested in current practices. 

Scalability is a significant obstacle to widespread use of a DLT-based trading system, 

particularly for the stocks of the largest 500 or 1000 public companies. Multiple interviewees 

stressed that such equities markets see a huge volume of transactions, which occur in 

microseconds. Currently Bitcoin can handle four transactions per second while over one thousand 

transactions occur per second on the U.S. stock exchanges. Even if this problem were fixed, the 

system would undoubtedly require significant levels of financing. Moreover, there is the question 

of how the payments system would be set up. As one member of the financial services industry 

explained, the system’s basic reliance on financing means that if the benefit of DLT is that it allows 

transactions to occur instantly, enormous amounts of money would also need to be moved 

instantly. Using digital coins rather than dollars as payment might appear to solve this problem, 

but the value of currently available coins is highly volatile, and they have a history of being stolen 

from digital wallets. There are also problems with how such a system would deal with error trades, 

though one interviewee did note that perhaps this problem would be minimal in an auction setting 

and hence DLT might be more easily applied there. 

Beyond these questions of technological and economic feasibility, there is, as noted by 

multiple interviewees from the regulatory and broker-dealer communities, the matter of legacy 

firms having a technological “debt.” In other words, even if the benefits to society of switching 

now (assuming everyone did it at once) might outweigh the costs, the private benefits to firms 

would not. Switching would require them to abandon investments in existing ways of doing things, 

and those investments earn substantial returns that new competing entrants using DLT-based 

technology are unlikely to erode substantially, at least in the short run. These interviewees contrast 

this situation with AI and machine-learning, which can be scaled up much more easily (AI and 

machine learning is increasingly used successfully in the robo-advising context, for instance).11 

11 See, e.g., Fidelity, AI to Enhance Investment Decision-Making (Feb. 3, 2020), 
https://institutional.fidelity.com/app/item/RD_9889536/ai-to-enhance-investment-decision-making.html (“When 
surveying 900 institutions across 25 countries for the Global Institutional Investor Survey, Fidelity found three-
quarters of respondents think it’s unlikely the industry will be the same in seven years. Many cited potential disruption 
by artificial intelligence (AI), but optimism is generally high around the world about its potential incorporation into 
many high-value investing functions such as evaluating portfolio performance and risk and determining optimal asset 
allocation strategy. When it comes to this application, evidence from our survey responses suggests that many of these 

8 
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Moreover, the current system of stock trading is generally perceived as functioning well and at a 

lower cost per trade than ever before. In sum, these interviewees feel that there are neither strong 

market incentives nor significant regulatory pressures to transition soon to a DLT-based system 

for the various entities that jointly operate the current system of trading and clearing and 

settlement. 

Multiple interviewees also raised privacy concerns. For example, as one member of the 

legal community suggested, there may be a tradeoff between privacy and the transparency and 

accuracy of an immutable, decentralized record of transactions that DLT may offer. Investors – 

especially fundamental value traders – usually prefer to hide their trades for strategic reasons, a 

view echoed by a member of the broker-dealer committee. The current system preserves privacy 

quite reliably: A customer gives its order to a broker, which has legal duties to keep the order 

confidential and to refrain from trading for itself or other customers based on its knowledge of the 

order, and the broker in turn submits the order to an impersonal exchange. Another member of 

the broker-dealer community also said that, in a truly DLT-based system, the full transparency of 

all transactions may not be a good thing. While any such system would provide records of 

transactions in anonymous form, anyone might be able to observe a sequence of transactions by a 

single entity. Hacking and cybersecurity also present significant concerns, as ensuring the integrity 

of the data (assuming it is stored in a single location) could prove costly and difficult. 

Some interviewees, including one from the regulatory community, said brokers would, at 

least in the short term, probably continue to facilitate actual trades, which would still occur on 

exchanges in their current form, but that clearing and settlement could happen on a DLT-based 

system.12 Using DLT for clearing and settlement seems technologically feasible. As one member 

of the financial services community put it succinctly: If Walmart can put its supply chain on 

blockchain, JP Morgan can settle trades on blockchain. The problem lies in the existence (or 

services are expected to be utilized as a tool to augment work, not fully supplant the roles of analysts or institutions’ 
investment partners.”). 

12 See Technical difference between Ethereum, Hyperledger fabric and R3 Corda, Medium.com (March 16, 
2018), https://medium.com/@micobo/technical-difference-between-ethereum-hyperledger-fabric-and-r3-corda-
5a58d0a6e347#:~:text=Corda%20is%20a%20permissioned%20blockchain,organisations%20participating%20in%2 
0the%20transaction.&text=Corda%20supports%20smart%20contracts.&text=The%20virtual%20machine%20select 
ed%20for,is%20the%20Java%20Virtual%20Machine (analyzing the differences between Ethereum, Hyperledger, 
and Corda). 
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absence) of an insurgent/challenger bank with a vested interest in unseating highly entrenched 

current systems. 

Also, as one member of the regulatory community cautioned, even this modest reform 

would probably not eliminate completely the trusted intermediary involved – currently The 

Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”). Getting rid of DTCC or its equivalent would 

also eliminate the oversight that such an entity offers, and so the SEC would likely insist that the 

new platform include a trusted person. Then, by declaring that trusted person to be a broker-dealer, 

the SEC could continue to exercise oversight. This interviewee also said he believed that brokers 

would have little incentive to participate in any such platform because the SEC has cast doubt on 

brokers’ ability to maintain adequate custody and control of assets on a distributed ledger. This 

interviewee also believed that the SEC’s desire to have a trusted person in charge was wise – even 

though it would mean continuing the resource costs and rents associated with a trusted party that 

a trustless DLT system would eliminate. His broader point was that using DLT for clearing and 

settlement would not make an entity such as the DTCC obsolete anytime soon, a view shared by 

other interviewees. And, even if DLT could create real efficiencies, the current incumbent may not 

have much incentive to make the change to DLT or feel much pressure to do so from regulators. 

4. Summation and questions going forward. In sum, interviewees thus far expressed some 

appetite for using DLT for stock trading; however, significant concerns over scalability and 

oversight remain. As one regulator put it, even if DLT helps with audit trails and recordkeeping, 

a market still needs some mechanism for bringing parties together. Any real change would require 

everyone to use blockchain, which will not happen unless regulators come up with some years-

long plan for implementing it. As noted, perhaps a middle ground would still involve brokers 

placing orders on exchanges, but clearing and settlement would occur exclusively on the 

blockchain. But again, the brokers and exchanges would all need to be in the blockchain 

environment for this to truly work. 

As we continue interviews, a few questions will guide our discussions: What is being done 

to think through the implications of a truly trustless system? Even as technology is developed to 

facilitate a DLT-based trading world, what additionally will need to occur in order to increase 

10 
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market and regulatory appetite for that world? What incentives would lead firms to adopt 

technology such as DLT, which is extremely costly and difficult to implement on a large scale? 

C. Market Structure 

How well are today’s markets operating? Can DLT improve or address concerns about 

market structure? One broad theme emerged from our interviews: There is wide disagreement 

about which interests our markets should promote and which interests current market structures in 

fact serve. It is thus important to understand these different points of view in order to see what a 

DLT-based system might offer and how it should be designed. Understanding these issues also 

helps us understand what economic and political obstacles may impede adoption of a DLT-based 

system even if, from society’s point of view, the benefits would appear to exceed the costs. 

Some interviewees, spanning the regulatory and investment communities, felt that the 

markets were overall operating well and fairly. Different interviewees stressed different positives.  

One member of the regulatory community believes they are working relatively well at least with 

respect to price discovery. Another said insiders do not have an advantage over ordinary investors, 

and buy and hold investors have never been better off, given low trading costs and instantaneous 

executions. Other interviewees, however, expressed concerns about current market structure – and 

especially the prices that exchanges charge for proprietary data, the fee and rebate policies of the 

stock exchanges,13 and the paradox of trading venues being both too fragmented and insufficiently 

competitive. 

1. Fees for proprietary data. Data concerning best available quotes and transactions 

occurring on each exchange are available to market participants in a consolidated, SEC-mandated 

feed referred to as the SIP. There is a slight delay, however, between when a transaction or change 

in a quote occurs and, after processing, its appearance on the SIP. Each exchange charges a fee 

for access to this data at the same moment it is sent to the SIP. The data obtained this way is 

referred to as proprietary data. The customers are liquidity supplying market makers and other 

high speed traders as well as sophisticated brokers. They are all able to put this access to use in 

13 See Memorandum, Maker-Taker Fees on Equities Exchanges, Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) 
Division of Trading and Markets (Oct. 20, 2015), https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/emsac/memo-maker-taker-fees-on-
equities-exchanges.pdf.  
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ways that permit them to act more quickly than they could if they relied on the SIP – sometimes 

to the disadvantage of others in the market.  

A market maker provides liquidity by submitting to exchanges quotes in the form of limit 

orders. A limit order, until cancelled, commits the submitter to buy or sell a given quantity of 

shares at a stated price (the buy price being the “bid,” and the sell price being the “offer” or “ask”). 

For the market maker, being able to act more quickly also means being able to cancel old quotes 

and submit new ones faster in response to new transactions or changes in quotes of others. This 

allows the market maker to better protect itself from costly adverse selection, i.e. selling to 

someone with information that the stock is worth more than the market maker’s offer, or buying 

from someone with information that it is worth less than the market maker’s bid. With competition 

among market makers, this reduction in a cost of doing business presumably lowers the effective 

“price” (half the spread between bid and ask) that market makers “charge” for their liquidity-

supplying services. But, despite this drop in price, many informed traders are worse off as a result 

of the market makers’ access to proprietary data. This is because the traders find the market 

makers’ quotes moving against them more quickly when they begin trading on a piece of private 

information that suggests that a security is mispriced. 

High speed traders can also use proprietary data to engage in profitable arbitrage that takes 

advantage of persons who do not change their quotes as quickly in response to new orders or quotes 

of others.  Brokers can use the information to trade for their clients with less impact on price.  

The SIP does not contain information about quotes that are inferior to the best quotes on 

each market, referred to as “depth of book” information. This information may contain hints about 

what the persons who posted the quotes might know. And it is valuable to brokers because often 

the best quote is only for the purchase or sale of a small number of shares, and so filling a larger 

order quickly will require transacting against these inferior quotes as well. Access to this depth of 

book data is also sold by exchanges and referred to as proprietary data.  

A number of interviewees felt that prices for proprietary data were too high. One member 

of the investment industry, who otherwise lauded the markets’ functioning, felt that prices at 

current levels created persistent inefficiencies. Although proprietary data at current prices appears 

very profitable for the exchanges, their practices vary, and not all members of the exchange 
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community defend the current arrangements. One member of the broker-dealer community stated 

that the cost of proprietary data was like a tax on investors. As another member of the exchange 

community pointed out, relying solely on the SIP for market data is insufficient for best execution, 

which essentially forces brokers to pay the very high price for data that most exchanges charge. 

And at least one member of the exchange community explicitly expressed a desire for additional 

regulation around market data pricing – as they and others worried that exchanges had more 

incentive to serve the interests of HFTs and brokers than the interests of longer term investors – 

and for better enforcement of existing regulations.  

2. Rebates and user fees. Most exchanges pay a rebate per share for every standing limit 

order that is executed against (thus rewarding the person making liquidity) and charge a somewhat 

larger fee per share for every marketable order that executes against a standing limit order (thus 

charging the person who takes liquidity). This is the “maker-taker” fee system. A few exchanges 

do the opposite, known as. the “taker-maker” fee system: And one exchange charges the same 

smaller fee to both the liquidity maker and taker. Importantly, in all these arrangements, the 

rebates go to, and the fees are charged to, the broker submitting the order, not the customer for 

whom the order is being submitted. 

The maker-taker and taker-maker systems raised concerns among some interviewees about 

brokers’ conflicts of interest: The broker, rather than seeking best execution of the transaction that 

its customer wishes to undertake, might send its orders to an exchange with, say, the largest rebates 

or lowest fees. As one interviewee noted, it is very difficult to see which brokers are receiving 

rebates for which trades and thus to monitor brokers to see if the rebates and fees are inducing 

them to violate their duties of best execution. Some interviewees worried that such violations are 

occurring. As one member of the broker-dealer community told us, brokers would continue to 

trade on exchanges that offered them rebates, regardless of client execution – and those exchanges 

would continue to offer rebates in order to attract business, creating a conflict of interest. While 

acknowledging the difficulty of quantifying differences in execution quality, this interviewee 

suggested that a system for more efficiently aligning incentives would require everyone that places 

an order that executes, whether they are the party who has made the liquidity or the one taking it, 

to pay a set per share fee for using the exchange based on some kind of cost-plus formula. Concern 

over conflicts of interest in part prompted interest from at least a few interviewees in MEMX, a 
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new exchange that the SEC approved in May, is due to begin operations in September, and is being 

backed by institutional investors. MEMX, according to is proponents, is designed to cost less and 

be more transparent than existing exchanges.  

3. Order protection rule. Under the SEC’s NMS Rule 611, in most circumstances, a 

marketable buy or sell order sent to an exchange whose best quote for the stock is inferior to the 

best quote on some other exchange must be sent on to that other exchange. When the rule was 

introduced, it was justified as both assuring retail investors that they would get best execution and 

helping the competitive position of new entrant exchanges, which , because they were initially 

small, might not have their quotes executed against – even when those quotes were the best – and 

hence not attract many quotes in the first place. Multiple institutional investor interviewees 

criticized the rule, however, for complicating the filling of larger orders. One such interviewee, 

who did not like the order protection rule because it created risks when sourcing liquidity, 

suggested that applying the rule differently to institutional and retail order flows could help. This 

interviewee’s enthusiasm for the MEMX exchange, which is being set up by a consortium of 

institutional investors, in part reflected the role that this exchange could play in such an approach.  

4. Fragmentation. As recently as the early 1990s, trading the stock of any significant, 

publicly traded company was still largely confined to a single venue, either NASDAQ or the 

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Today, any given stock is potentially traded on each of 

almost sixty competing venues: more than a dozen exchanges and almost fifty dark pools. This 

transformation is a product of both the huge increases in the speed of communication and 

calculation that have arisen from the information-technology revolution and deliberate choices in 

the way stock trading is regulated. Going back as far as the 1970s, Congress and the SEC 

anticipated that developing technology could, on the one hand, achieve the advantages of 

competition – lower prices, better customer service, and more innovation – while, on the other 

hand, because markets would be better connected, decreasing the risk that a buyer and seller, each 

willing to transact for a given price, would not find each other because they were searching for a 

counterparty in different venues. 

A number of interviewees felt that this proliferation of trading venues has gotten out of hand, 

i.e., that there is too much “fragmentation.” One member of the broker-dealer community, for 
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example, suggested that today’s level of fragmentation did not create more competition but just 

spread participants across more venues. In his view, this benefited market makers, proprietary 

traders, and exchanges, at the expense of longer term investors. Fragmentation may help make the 

U.S. a cheap place to operate for the small trader, he suggested, but it raises costs for brokers and 

for institutional clients trying to move large amounts of stock. Notwithstanding this claim, one 

interviewee from the market maker community was also unhappy with the current level of 

fragmentation and stated that having more venues made it more difficult for market makers to use 

one exchange to undo a transaction on another. It also made the task of market making more 

random. A member of the broker-dealer community suggested that regulators needed to determine 

the inflection point at which additional trading venues become a drag on execution quality (this 

interviewee speculated that four or five venues might be the sweet spot).  

Fragmentation raises interesting issues for any application of DLT to stock trading.14 To 

obtain the full measure of DLT’s potential cost savings, all trading of any given stock would occur 

on one DLT-based venue, which, in addition to replacing all the current trading venues, would 

automatically do the work of all the various entities currently devoted to clearing and settlement, 

transferring shares, maintaining custody, and managing firm corporate stock ledgers. Such a 

transformation within a regulated industry such as securities would be no easy task: All these 

incumbents would lose the rents they currently enjoy and would likely mount stiff political 

resistance. Moreover, any market structure established by the DLT trading venue would have to 

mediate the same conflicts of interest among different types of traders that we see in today’s 

market. And, as one interviewee noted, a single DLT-based venue would be a monopoly, meaning 

it would lack competitive pressure to provide customer service and to innovate and would likely 

require some kind of rate regulation to avoid monopoly pricing. 

5. Special regulatory status of the stock exchanges. The current regulatory structure governing 

the securities markets was established back in the 1930s. At that time, each U.S. stock exchange was 

a non-profit with considerable authority over the practices of its broker-dealer members. The federal 

securities laws required each exchange to register with the SEC and become subject to its supervision 

and rules. But each exchange retained its special status as a “self-regulatory organization” (SRO), 

14 See David C. Donald & Mahdi Miraz,“Multilateral Transparency for Securities Markets through DLT, 
Fordham Journal of Corporate & Financial Law, 25: 97-154 (2019). 
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allowing it to continue much of its traditional regulatory role, now essentially delegated to it by the 

SEC, and entitling it to certain protections not available to broker-dealers. Starting in the 1990s, the 

stock exchanges all converted to for-profit institutions, but they were allowed to keep their status as 

SROs. As pointed out by one member of the regulatory community, the relationship between the 

exchanges and the SEC continues to deteriorate and is characterized by extensive legal battles over 

the very authority of the SEC. Also, another member of the regulatory community noted that Reg 

NMS succeeded in promoting competition, but now trading venues are competing on their 

regulatory burdens, and differences in such burdens need to be closely examined. 

Any DLT-based system would, for both regulatory and speed-of-transactions reasons, 

probably need a trusted party, and this trusted party would raise the same kind of regulatory issues 

as the exchanges do today. These include whether the system should be a non-profit with broker-

dealers as members or a for-profit entity, and whether it should have SRO status. 

6. The technological arms race. As noted earlier, various market participants – market 

makers, other high frequency traders, and sophisticated brokers placing orders for investors – seek 

to get, and act upon, as quickly as possible data about changes in existing quotes and new 

transactions. In their world, victory goes to the swift. This prompts a technological arms race that 

the current level of fragmentation fuels by requiring each such entity to have an advanced computer 

located close to each exchange’s matching engine (so called “co-location”) and a high-speed 

communications network linking all these co-located computers. These computers then use 

algorithms to decide what quotes to make or cancel and what trades to make, all based on the 

information each receives from its own exchange and from the other co-located computers in its 

network. One member of the financial services industry pointed out that market makers spent 

hundreds of millions of dollars simply to remain defensive and able to quote – a form of 

competition between HFT market makers that is viewed by at least one member of the exchange 

community as wasteful. Another interviewee expressed a similar concern for the costs it imposes 

on fundamental value traders. As a member of the broker-dealer community put it, if a broker 

updates its technology once a year, it’s going to be far behind by the eleventh month. Having a 
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stock trade exclusively on a single DLT-based platform would make much of this costly effort 

unnecessary.  

7. The quality of the market for large issuer stocks versus that for smaller issuer stocks. 

One member of the exchange community expressed concern that the secondary trading markets 

function well for large corporations but not as well or as smoothly for smaller issuers, which have 

a much lower trading volume and less liquidity. The prospect that their shares, if publicly traded, 

would lack high liquidity discourages many startups and smaller corporations seeking capital from 

going public. So tech giants such as Apple and Google dominate the innovation segment of the 

market. Why smaller firms have so much less liquidity is hotly debated. The exchange community 

member referred to above suggested that, under current arrangements, broker-dealers gain much 

of their profits from trades of these smaller issuers and so tend to resist reform. One member of 

the broker-dealer community attributed the problem to a lack of information about smaller issuers.  

He gave an example: The prohibition on advertising through testimonials in the Advisor Act has 

disadvantaged innovators, who cannot afford to spend as much as incumbents on advertising but 

cannot rely on testimonials, which would be the most cost-effective means of advertising.  

The prospect of DLT-based trading raises interesting possibilities here. As noted earlier, 

the scalability issues of DLT-based trading are less relevant for smaller, lower trading-volume 

issuers and so the trading of such issuers’ shares is a good starting point for DLT. At the same 

time, designing the system to ameliorate the market structure issues that may contribute to the 

problems these issuers have on the exchanges might make public offerings more attractive to them.    

8. Debt markets. Finally, many interviewees expressed concerns about inefficiency and 

lack of transparency in the debt markets. For example, one member of the financial services 

industry blamed the lack of such transparency for Lehman’s collapse: More transparency would 

have increased liquidity and given the market more faith that the realizable underlying fundamental 

value of Lehman’s assets was sufficient for it to meet its obligations. Illiquidity also contributes to 

volatile pricing. This interviewee observed that the large margins enjoyed by broker-dealers due 

to the lack of transparency reduces any incentive to invest in electronic markets or technology, 

ultimately hurting consumers. Any move toward electronic markets is also slowed by the lack of 

homogeneity in bond markets with tens of thousands of individual issues, as a member of the 
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broker-dealer community pointed out. These concerns were echoed by a member of the regulatory 

community, who worried that Americans tend to turn to debt markets as they get older, but very 

high markups and spreads make getting cash in our out expensive. 

9. Summation and questions going forward. In sum, while some agreement emerged that 

equity markets are generally functioning well, at least with respect to price discovery, concerns 

were expressed about a number of issues that any development of DLT-based market systems will 

need to carefully consider. 

A few questions will continue to guide our interviews: As markets become increasingly 

fragmented and complex, are the interests that past and present structures were designed to serve 

still being served? Should they be? To the extent that DLT transforms structural operations in 

markets, can it alleviate some of the issues identified in this section? 

D. Public vs. Private Markets 

Private, rather than public, markets are increasingly providing capital: Startups now amass 

millions, even billions, of dollars in venture capital or private equity funding before, if ever, 

considering an IPO.15 Indeed, many no longer go public for the traditional reason: The high 

liquidity of publicly traded shares makes them more valuable and hence the offering of shares that 

will enjoy that liquidity is an attractive way of raising capital. Instead, they go public for reasons 

related to the fact that, with the growth of the firm, it has issued stock to so many employees.16 

1. The potential impact of DLT on the relative size of private versus public markets. How 

might DLT play a role in this divide? In a sense, there may be a horserace here, with DLT 

enhancing the attraction of both staying private and going public. On the one hand, DLT could 

significantly improve private market liquidity by making it cheaper and easier for qualified buyers 

and sellers – accredited investors – to find each other and have their trades cleared and settled. It 

could also make private markets more transparent, a concern touched upon in many discussions.   

15 See, e.g., McKinsey’s Private Markets Annual Review (2020), https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/private-
equity-and-principal-investors/our-insights/mckinseys-private-markets-annual-review. 

16 The very number of employee shareholders, if high enough, triggers federal securities law disclosure 
obligations anyhow, making the disclosures connected with a public offering much less of an additional burden. Even 
without that trigger, these employees will be pushing for their shares to be publicly traded so that it is easier for them 
to cash in. 
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In support of this view, one interviewee involved in private markets noted that blockchain 

technology – through smart contracts, for example – can speed any given trade and that smart 

contracts are already being used to facilitate liquidity in private markets.17 The underlying 

technology of DLT, which mediates complex transactions efficiently, could also be used to restrict 

transfers of private securities to those allowed by law or by corporate provisions to acquire them.  

On the other hand, as we have noted above in the discussion of market structure, there are 

many ways that a DLT-based system might help the public securities markets. DLT might 

persuade companies to go public earlier in their lives, given that, for scalability reasons, smaller 

firms are the better initial candidates for DLT-based trading. Also, as some interviewees noted, 

DLT could make being a public company more attractive generally by reducing the mechanical 

costs of distributing dividends and announcements to, and soliciting and counting the votes of, the 

much larger number of shareholders that accompanies being a public company. 

DLT could also help the public markets by improving the disclosure required of public 

companies. Broadly, the backbone of the regulation of publicly traded securities has been the 

mandatory issuer disclosure rules. Although they are often justified as protecting investors, most 

scholars believe disclosure’s more important function is the promotion of accurate share prices, 

which in turn enhances the efficiency of the larger economy in a number of ways, including by 

improving corporate governance and reducing insider trading, which in turn enhances liquidity in 

the markets. 

The prime consumers of disclosure have been professional securities analysts who use it to 

guide the investment funds that employ them. Traditionally, this disclosure has come in the form 

of answers to SEC form questions. The issuers publish these answers periodically in SEC filings. 

New technology related to DLT may allow analysts direct and continuous access to raw data from 

within issuers. This could both enhance share price accuracy and reduce the trading advantages 

of corporate insiders. The question, though, is whether these gains outweigh the costs. In 

17 See, e.g., Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain Technology (April 2019), 
https://pages.consensys.net/advancing-capital-markets-with-blockchain-technology (“Smart contracts are automated 
actions that can be coded and executed once a set of conditions is met. They have the ability to remove some of the 
more manual components of the financial industry—such as the process of distributing dividends—by placing the 
execution of the action on the blockchain via automated code, instead of in the hands of human operators. Corporate 
actions: the complex process of paying out dividends, splits, issue of rights, warrants, pay-ups, and so on, now can be 
automated, resulting in more confidence from investors and a much lower margin of error.”). 
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particular, how could issuers protect proprietary information from their competitors? And would 

making this data available to highly sophisticated analysts be unfair to other investors? To the 

extent that these factors are indeed problems, can new methods of disclosure be designed to 

minimize them? 

One interviewee from the issuer community suggested that, if DLT made private markets 

more attractive by making shares more liquid, private and public markets might be more 

complements than competitors. The idea is that greater liquidity in the private market would make 

the prices there more accurately reflect the true value of a firm’s shares. This in turn would make 

a subsequent public offering simpler and less risky. Indeed, if the firm and the public market both 

viewed the price discovery capabilities of the private market as good enough, the firm might be 

able to do the public offering directly into the market, without the intermediation of an investment 

bank. This is because an important function of the bank in such an offering is to reduce the risk 

associated with choosing the initial price – one that is neither too low and hence leaves money on 

the table, nor too high so that many of the offered shares go unsold – and doing so in a way that 

puts the bank’s money where its mouth is.18 

2. Issues related to the public/private market divide. To fully understand how using DLT 

in private or public markets might affect the divide between the two requires a discussion of how 

the divide is currently viewed. Because private firms are not subject to mandatory disclosure 

requirements, some interviewees with regulatory experience expressed the fear that, with larger 

and larger firms staying private, we lose the corporate governance benefits of public markets. One 

member of the investment industry argued, however, that private markets were actually better at 

creating value and strengthening corporate governance. The argument is that index funds typically 

pay little attention to corporate governance but hold an increasing percentage of public company 

shares, so companies are generally being subject to less shareholder monitoring. In contrast, 

private equity firms play a much greater role in running a company and improving corporate 

governance, largely because they are not burdened by liquidity concerns and friction (no MNPI 

concerns, lock up periods, etc.). As a result, there are fewer principal-agent issues, which 

18 In a firm commitment underwriting, the investment bank buys all the shares being offered from the issuer at 
the offering price minus a discount. Thus the bank takes the risk if the price is too high and the offering does not sell 
out. 
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incentivizes has incentivized many companies to remain private—rather than going public with 

absentee shareholders. Moreover, this interviewee believed that competition between private 

equity firms and investors made valuations more robust in private markets. 

But other interviewees disagreed, saying some private valuations are illogical and citing 

WeWork as an example. A member of the investment community blamed venture capital for 

contributing to price inaccuracy, noting that venture funds were trying to undercut competitors at 

an unsustainable level. If relatively inefficient private markets are growing more than relatively 

efficient public markets, that could lead to problems for society, the interviewees said with inferior 

projects receiving scarce capital that could have gone to more promising ones. going to in. 

Whether private markets or public markets produce higher returns was another point of 

disagreement. For example, one member of the regulatory community thought private equity 

generally earned higher returns, even after adjustment for higher risk, while another member of 

the regulatory community did not think so. This disagreement is important because, as discussed 

below, one of the main arguments for giving ordinary investors more access to private markets is 

that they are currently being denied these higher returns. 

Interviewees also disagreed about why the private markets were growing. Two members 

of the investment and exchange communities believed that costs were a significant deterrent to 

going public. A member of the regulatory community said that, while individual disclosure 

requirements were justifiable, in total they could be so burdensome that they also deterred 

companies from going public. Similarly, a former regulator said that “overregulation” in public 

markets, and the ubiquity of litigation, slowed progress and innovation. Yet another regulator 

expressed the opposite view: It is not the SEC’s job to encourage additional IPOs, and, in any 

event, choosing to go public is an existential decision for a firm and the amount of regulation or 

legal paperwork is not a true obstacle to doing so. A member of the investment industry agreed 

that disclosure and compliance costs were not a meaningful burden and said that, in fact, heads of 

corporations hid behind this complaint when what they really did not like was the scrutiny that 

they received as a result of the rules. Interestingly, one member of the issuer community suggested 

that, although his firm viewed required disclosure as simply a cost worth incurring when it went 

public, preparing periodic disclosures actually helped the firm manage its affairs. Coming at the 
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issue from the other side, one interviewee from the legal community felt that the SEC, in an effort 

to promote startups and the like, went too far in allowing firms to raise capital without engaging 

in a registered public offering and its extensive disclosure requirements. 

Interviewees also raised questions about the kinds of information that public firms are 

required to disclose. At least one member of the legal community acknowledged the importance 

of forward-looking disclosures, while also acknowledging their drawbacks—e.g., their potential 

to mislead. Another interviewee, a member of the regulatory community, thought that some 

disclosure requirements might be irrelevant to investment decisions and further cluttered already 

dense disclosure documents. 

A member of the regulatory community suggested that the growth of the private markets 

helps to hold the SEC accountable. The SEC is concerned that some firms are losing out on the 

improved liquidity of the public markets because they view the accompanying regulation as too 

burdensome to be worthwhile. This puts pressure on the SEC to redesign certain regulations like 

“random” rules about pay ratio and conflict minerals that can discourage companies from going 

public.  

Another member of the financial services industry suggested that DLT could allow 

regulators to “look under the hood” of private markets where are variety of new approaches are a 

source of concern to many commentators. Information about those markets has traditionally been 

hard to come by because of the very fact that they are private. For example, with DLT, it could 

become much easier for regulators to determine whether private-market investors actually qualify 

as accredited investors. One member of the regulatory community, however, played down concern 

with what is going on in the private markets, stressing that the many of the new approaches to 

capital raising and trading that disturb some commentators are still largely funneled through 

broker-dealers, who remain subject to SEC scrutiny. 

3. Summary and questions going forward. In sum, there is significant disagreement about 

whether the rise of private markets is desirable. Some applaud private markets for their value-

creation potential, while many others are concerned about their lack of transparency and 

requirements for issuer disclosure and would alter regulations to encourage more companies to go 

public. As we continue interviews, a few questions in particular will guide our discussions. Can 
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DLT narrow differences in the amount of information available in private and public markets? 

Can DLT alleviate concerns around private market growth and access to investors, and can it 

streamline disclosure obligations for companies considering going public? 

E. The Ordinary Investor 

Closely tied to the above discussion is the role of ordinary “unsophisticated” investors, 

who have long had a fraught history with equity investing. As multiple interviewees have 

observed, DLT could either ameliorate or significantly exacerbate these problems. What happens 

depends largely on whether DLT can expand ordinary investors’ access to information. 

All else equal, access to a broad range of equities is good for an investor because it 

improves her range of investment and savings options. All is not equal, however, because most 

ordinary investors lack much relevant information and the time and skill to analyze the information 

they do have – a concern raised, for example, by one member of the broker-dealer community. A 

former regulator went further, questioning the wisdom of letting retail investors participate in non-

index-fund markets given their ignorance of the complexity of modern markets, especially in light 

of technological changes such as the rise of HFTs and algorithmic trading. 

Ordinary investors have relatively open access to stocks trading in the public markets.  

These markets, and the issuers of the stocks that trade in them, are heavily regulated, in part to 

protect ordinary investors from fraud and risks they otherwise might not anticipate. The private 

markets are much more lightly regulated, but access to them is restricted, and they exclude many 

ordinary investors. Debate continues over whether this structure gets things right. Does it, for 

example, unnecessarily exclude ordinary investors from the most lucrative investment 

opportunities? One former regulator worried that it does and therefore disserves the American 

public. Or are these superior opportunities a myth? Would investors benefit from wider access to 

the private markets or simply be exposed to more fraud and unanticipated risk? Both a regulator 

and a member of the investment community thought that giving ordinary investors more access to 

private markets might create an adverse selection problem, allowing venture and private capital 

firms to pick off the better offerings and leave retail investors with the rest. That regulator and 

another one expressed serious reservations about brokers who connect investors with private 

market offerings, noting that they were the brokers subject to the most complaints. The recent 
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expansion of private markets – where some “unicorn” startups have rewarded their venture 

capitalist and private-equity firm investors astonishing returns —makes answering these questions 

increasingly urgent.  

A few interviewees – ranging from investment industry individuals to legal professionals 

and regulators – thought retail investors might safely participate in private markets by investing in 

publicly traded funds that in turn invest in the private market.19 Retail investors would get access 

to private markets but delegate the choice of assets to better informed fund managers. This 

investment vehicle could be structured as either an open-end or closed-end mutual fund. At least 

one member of the investment community was skeptical of the open-end option, which would 

allow the investor to redeem her investment at any time for what the fund deemed her share of the 

fund’s total value. This interviewee believed that the illiquid nature of investments in private 

companies created too much risk for the ordinary investor with a short-term horizon. Determining 

the fair value of the investor’s share would be a problem, too. The alternative is a closed-end fund, 

where the investor could cash out only by selling her share of the fund in the market and not by 

redeeming it with the issuer. That would create its own risks. The investor would not know the 

quality of the fund’s private investments and so would have to rely on the skills and integrity of 

the fund’s managers, with no power to discipline them by, say, withdrawing from the fund – as 

she could do in the case of an open-end fund. One question would be whether a DLT-based system 

could somehow make more information available about these underlying investments. 

Expanding the definition of an accredited investor is another potential way to open private 

markets to more investors. Some interviewees suggested redefining the term to include persons 

who establish a certain level of investment sophistication but do not meet the current income or 

net worth standards.20 However, one former regulator proposed going farther and opening private 

19 See, e.g., Small Business Capital Formation Advisory Committee, Expanding Retail Access to Private Markets 
November 2019, https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/sbcfac/expanding-retail-access-to-private-markets-finley.pdf. SS 

20 See, e.g., SEC Press Release, SEC Proposes to Update Accredited Investor Definition to Increase Access to 
Investments (Dec. 18, 2019), https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2019-265. 
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markets to any investor who used a broker bound by Regulation Best Interest and fully understood 

the risks involved. 

This discussion ties into a few broader debates about the economy. Market index funds 

and robo-advisors may, at affordable cost, increase the range of equities in which the savings of 

ordinary investors can be intelligently invested and provide vehicles for diversifying risk. Yet, 

whether these new features of the market are really helping ordinary investors is an open question.  

In particular, even if they appear to work under normal circumstances, are they prone to failure in 

extreme circumstances, thereby introducing systemic risk into the economy and imposing losses 

at the worst time on those least able to afford them? One member of the broker-dealer community 

in particular worried that ETFs would expose retail investors to volatility in times of stress, as they 

would all move together and investors would seek to exit simultaneously. 

In sum, little agreement exists as to the ideal amount of access that retail investors should 

safely have to equities markets – private or public. While it is conceivable that their lack of access 

to private markets systematically excludes them from lucrative investments, this is far from clear.  

Many regulators and market participants questioned the feasibility of providing ordinary investors 

access to private markets while protecting them from fraud. More broadly, their very ability to 

understand the complexity of modern markets was raised as a concern. 

As we continue interviews, a few questions will continue to guide our discussions: Can 

DLT safely increase access by retail investors to additional segments of the market? Can it 

facilitate their education? 

F. Intermediaries 

One broad theme emerges here: The future of DLT vis-à-vis intermediaries depends on 

our reliance on human intermediaries as the front-line against wrongdoing in the market. As one 

regulator argued, we should not give up the oversight of the markets that comes through the SEC’s 

regulation of broker-dealers unless we are certain something better is taking its place. 

Most significantly, DLT and AI could accelerate the decrease in the role of retail brokers 

as the main source of an individual’s investment advice. Currently, all transactions in markets 

must be done through a broker, because the broker, which is supposed to know its customer, 
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provides a backstop to assure that a trade closes should the customer not follow through. As 

discussed earlier, DLT presents the possibility, for example, of a clearing and settlement 

mechanism that does not rely on a customer’s broker to assure the customer’s performance.21 In 

that case, the fear that a trader will not perform would no longer be a reason to prevent traders 

from direct access to exchanges. Similarly, AI-based programs could guide investors as to what 

to invest in and how to execute their trades, functions also traditionally performed by brokers.22 

Further, it is possible that DLT could completely remove the need for not only retail 

brokers, but also exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and mutual funds. DLT could make transacting 

frequently, in even slivers of investment, nearly costless. And AI-based robo-investing could 

guide what purchases and sales should be made and how to execute them at the best prices. 

As intermediaries increasingly rely on computers to give investment advice to, and make 

investment decisions for, investors, questions abound as to their duties to customers.23 In 2017, 

the SEC issued guidance stating that, if structured properly, a digital adviser could be a fiduciary 

under the Advisor’s Act without the need to create new rules. The scope of such guidance still 

needs to be fleshed out, and markets and regulators are still learning, as one member of the broker-

dealer community informed us. More existentially, that interviewee argued that a computer can 

know its client quite well given its ability to sort and process huge amounts of data. 

However, the importance of human intermediaries should not be understated – a theme that 

emerged out of multiple interviews. One regulator was skeptical that the SEC would ever tolerate 

no role for intermediaries. That same interviewee emphasized that, for example, even with AI-

based investing, mechanisms for regulatory oversight were still robust – because the humans that 

created the computer programs were still subject to such oversight. Another former regulator 

See, e.g., Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain Technology (April 2019), 
https://pages.consensys.net/advancing-capital-markets-with-blockchain-technology

22 It should be noted, however, that one former regulator thought that the greatest threat posed by DLT would be 
more to transfer agents, such as DTCC, as opposed to brokers.

23 See, e.g., Baker, Tom and Dellaert, Benedict G. C., "Regulating Robo Advice Across the Financial Services 
Industry" (2018). Faculty Scholarship at Penn Law. 1740. 
https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/faculty_scholarship/1740; Jake G. Rifkin, Robo-Advisers Jumping on the 
Bandwagon: Yet Another Cry for a Uniform Standard, 97 N.C. L. Rev. 673 (2019). Available at: 
https://scholarship.law.unc.edu/nclr/vol97/iss3/4. 
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acknowledged that it was reasonable that the SEC might want to retain intermediaries as the main 

points of regulation.  

These debates occur against a broader backdrop of uncertainty around a broker’s duty. For 

example, multiple interviewees thought the concept of best execution needs clearer guidance. One 

member of the exchange community specifically thought that best execution was too vague a 

concept, hampering FINRA’s enforcement, and expressed the view that Regulation Best Interest 

should go further. So one question is whether DLT could provide needed transparency and clarity? 

On a separate front, one member of the legal community expressed concerns about the 

growth of intermediaries in the form of private equity funds, which raise their funds pursuant to 

exemptions from the public offering disclosure regime and have sufficiently few investors to avoid 

most other regulations. These intermediaries receive funds from institutions or wealthy individuals 

and then invest that money in debt or equity securities of private companies. He suggested that the 

total volume of the investments of such funds exceed the total of corporate bank lending. 

In sum, while interviewees acknowledged the potential of DLT to obviate the need for 

intermediaries, significant questions remain as to whether doing so is wise or whether regulators 

would be comfortable with such a world, given the traditional focus on intermediaries as the front-

line target for regulators in policing wrongdoing. 

As we continue interviews, a few questions will guide our discussions: Is a system entirely 

without intermediaries possible? Is it desirable? What concerns would need to be addressed before 

transitioning to such a system? 

G. Wrongdoing 

As alluded to in previous sections, traditional methods of discipline in the securities 

markets focused on disclosure and human intermediaries. For example, our current regulatory 

structure relies heavily on brokers to be the front-line soldiers in the battle against insider and 

manipulative trading by their customers. How might the regulatory system need to be changed if 

brokers drop out of the equation? Could DLT, with its recordkeeping capabilities, offer the means 
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for effective oversight? Could it also help in providing authorities data needed to reduce systemic 

risk? 

The laws around insider trading and market manipulation are already rife with 

uncertainties. Courts lack clear legislative mandates and are instead simply guided by a small 

number of very generally worded anti-fraud provisions. As a result, the courts have been forced 

to develop in common law fashion ways of distinguishing trading-profit-motivated, but socially 

useful, transactions from practices that simply move money to those who are most artful in what 

they say or how they trade. Technological advancements expand the menu of possible transactions 

that need to be distinguished in these ways. For example, high frequency traders, who depend on 

ultra-fast communication with diverse trading venues and employ algorithmic quoting and trading 

decision-making, appear to have enhanced liquidity in the markets. They are also capable of a 

variety of socially negative trading strategies, however.  

Innovation in markets is only accelerating. Just a few years ago, regulators struggled to 

craft responsive rules regarding the advent of these high frequency traders, and yet there are 

already complaints, as noted above, that our current market-structure rules are obsolete. The line 

has grown increasingly blurry between socially beneficial transactions that tend to make prices 

more accurate and markets more liquid, and transactions that should fall under our prohibitions 

against insider trading or manipulation.  

One member of the regulatory community warned of the ensuing dangers: If regulators 

themselves are unsure of the line, how can market participants calibrate their behavior 

accordingly? A member of the investment community expressed skepticism of regulators’ ability 

to stay on top of technological innovation, especially as so many laws around wrongdoing depend 

on identifying intent, an increasingly murky concept given the rise of AI. This is exacerbated, that 

interviewee pointed out, by the disparities in defining or reconciling wrongdoing across 

jurisdictions. 

As we proceed with our interviews, a few questions will continue to guide our discussions: 

How could DLT facilitate, for example, recordkeeping and audit trails to assist with enforcement? 
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Would DLT, rather, interfere with enforcement by removing human intermediaries that have 

traditionally provided regulatory hooks for enforcement agencies? 

H. Digital Coins 

One already significant application of DLT with securities law implications is the digital 

coin. An initial wave of offerings were made by bad actors who committed rampant fraud in taking 

advantage of the speculative fever surrounding Bitcoin. Uncertainty around the status of 

cryptocurrency under the securities laws probably reduced the effectiveness of these laws in 

preventing such offerings. This initial wave of fraud has generated great regulatory suspicion of 

digital coins in general, according to one former regulator. Another former regulator expressed 

the concern that this suspicion could choke, or drive abroad, possibly socially-beneficial 

innovation in DLT.  Too little attention has been paid to the potentially positive impact DLT. 

Securities regulation as currently interpreted by the SEC has not recognized that digital 

coins are fundamentally different from equities. On the one hand, what is initially offered is very 

much like an equity security: The offeror is issuing the item in order to raise money for a project 

based on its efforts and, if the efforts are successful, the item will be worth more in the future than 

its offering price. Thus the initial offering itself needs to be regulated very much like an offering 

of stock. This way fraud can be prevented and investors can receive enough information to sort 

the more promising offerings from the less promising ones. On the other hand, if the coin is a 

success, its ultimate function is very different from that of an equity security, and the regulation 

of its trading, if any, should probably be outside the scope of the securities regulation regime.24 

Multiple members of the regulatory community noted this particular regulatory problem. As 

another put it, the SEC decided digital coins were securities because it wanted to properly regulate 

their public offering, but it has not fully thought through the other implications declaring them 

securities. 

To this point, one interviewee from the regulatory community explained that, while many 

in that community think that the securities laws are flexible enough to accommodate coins, this 

interviewee disagreed. The interviewee suggested instead a regulatory safe harbor, which would 

24 See, e.g., Securities & Exchange Comm’n, Framework for “Investment Contract” Analysis of Digital Assets 
(Apr. 3, 2019), https://www.sec.gov/corpfin/framework-investment-contract-analysis-digital-assets. 
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provide time for an innovator to build the token network until the token no longer ran afoul of 

securities laws. 

I. Regulatory Learning 

A major theme arising from our interviews with regulators and industry participants alike 

is that regulatory fragmentation and regulators’ slow reactions are stifling potential innovation, 

digital coins being a case in point. Most interviewees, when asked, saw potentially significant 

applications of DLT technology, but noted that unclear regulations and uncertain enforcement can 

scare innovators and dissuade market participants from investing in socially beneficial technology. 

As multiple interviewees said, until regulators foster blockchain-based systems with appropriate 

regulatory relief, financial markets will never be able to take full advantage of blockchain 

technology. Regulators’ attitude toward innovation needs to fundamentally change, these 

interviewees say. This requires, among other things, more “technologists” at higher levels in the 

SEC. 

So how to make regulators and regulations nimbler? One regulator – while acknowledging 

the significant potential of DLT to transform securities markets – pointed out that SEC rules stand 

in the way and need to be fixed. The same regulator briefly noted that regulatory fragmentation 

and complexity are disproportionately burdensome for smaller innovators, who usually lack the 

resources to navigate such complexity. 

One member of the broker-dealer community thought that technology regulations should 

be based more on principles and updated frequently. However, there may be a clash of cultures 

here. As one member of the regulatory community explained, it is not easy to convince the SEC 

to give prospective policy guidance – regulators may be much more comfortable making policy 

through ex-post enforcement. However, not every interviewee was so critical of the SEC in this 

regard. One member of the broker-dealer community thought that regulators had demonstrated 

openness to innovation and willingness to learn about new technology such as robo-advising, 

pointing to the SEC’s approach to cybersecurity regulations as promising: publishing principles-

based guidance that is then iteratively refined. Sandboxes have also been mentioned as possible 

ways to make regulators more comfortable with innovation. However, concerns were raised that 

regulators would not have adequate resources to monitor companies’ activities in sandboxes. 
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Interestingly, one member of the investment community thought that it was more difficult to 

petition the SEC for permission to do something unusual in the U.S. than it was to petition 

regulators in other jurisdictions, and so a study of the successes and failures of sandboxes in these 

other jurisdictions would be worthwhile. 

This also brings up a political economy point: Would the SEC, for example, want to 

promote technology that renders much of its role obsolete (in a blockchain-based system, for 

example, would registration of public offerings no longer be necessary)? This is particularly a 

problem for DLT in private markets – a completely decentralized, trustless trading venue in the 

private markets might ultimately fall completely outside the SEC’s purview. Would this be 

allowed or even a good thing? 

The industry’s distrust of regulators’ technological capacity is also a significant 

impediment to progress. The debate around source code reflects this, as one former regulator told 

us: Regulation Automated Trading originally proposed that HFTs reveal their source code, but this 

received major criticism because the industry did not trust the government with members’ source 

code – even in light of a subpoena or court order. 25 

Looming over these issues is the failure of a fragmented regulatory system to keep pace – 

and the resulting negative repercussions for overall economic efficiency. For example, 

conversations with regulators revealed concerns that the SEC is ill-equipped to address antitrust 

concerns raised by the concentration of shareholder power in a few massive institutional investors 

– while the FTC and DOJ, America’s traditional antitrust regulators, are not qualified to address 

securities issues. Similar problems may arise if DLT-based trading creates some kind of 

monopoly. Other interviewees raised the example of FINRA lacking adequate reach into the 

futures markets even though manipulative schemes can easily involve an interaction between the 

futures and securities markets. From an industry standpoint, one member of the broker-dealer 

community explained that, though the goal was to make sure all relevant regulators were 

comfortable, identifying the proper regulator was sometimes difficult. But whether regulatory 

consolidation would help is unclear. One regulator suggested that fragmented regulators can learn 

25 Gregory Meyer, US regulator declares ‘dead’ moves to seize HFT code, Fin. Times (Oct. 4, 2017), 
https://www.ft.com/content/068ce050-a922-11e7-93c5-648314d2c72c. 
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from each other’s mistakes, and another member of the regulatory community questioned the 

wisdom of combining the SEC and CFTC because they regulate very different markets. Yet two 

other regulators thought fragmentation was clearly harmful and did not think that agencies would 

work together better until Congress changed its system having a different committee overseeing 

each agency, with each jealously guarding its prerogatives.  

Other regulators raised concerns that SEC enforcement is hampered by its slow adjustment 

to both technological change and globalization. As one member of the regulatory community put 

it, very few people at the SEC are skilled in programming and handling big data or DLT and, as a 

result, may not realize that they can be flying blind with respect to important kinds of activities in 

need of regulation. Another suspected that the SEC and FINRA will need to hire technical 

auditors. 

On an international level, technology has made it far easier to invest in the stocks of foreign 

issuers and, following the advice of financial economists, a larger and larger portion of U.S. 

individual investors’ portfolios is composed of foreign stocks. But as one member of the 

regulatory community noted, regulators lack effective ways to obtain the audit papers of 

corporations in many countries in order to detect fraud against U.S. investors. Nor did this 

interviewee like the idea of allowing companies to simply comply with the rules of foreign 

jurisdictions, which he feared would lead to a race to the bottom. This raises the question of 

whether some kind of transnational institution could deal with such problems. 

In sum, deep uncertainty about the regulatory framework around DLT and technological 

change impedes potentially socially-beneficial innovation. Regulators and market participants 

understand the problem, but are not sure how to solve it. Clearer goals are needed. Would it be 

desirable, for example, to encourage innovation that might reduce the oversight capacity of a 

regulator? 

As we continue interviews, a few questions will guide our discussions: Would regulators 

tolerate a truly trustless system? Should they? Will regulatory fragmentation and apparent 

skepticism of innovation stifle development of DLT to the point where U.S. markets are at an 

international disadvantage? Alternatively, will the development of DLT outpace the capacity of 
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regulators to make and enforce rules needed for the markets to continue to function in ways that 

benefit society? 

J. COVID-19 

COVID-19 has forced market participants to focus on fundamental business risks and, as 

a result, may have delayed markets’ adoption of innovations like DLT. But it may have also 

accelerated changes that some market participants have resisted. 

One member of the legal community speculated that the pandemic has strengthened the 

trend away from maximizing shareholder value and toward also maximizing the interests of 

stakeholders like consumers, employees, and supply-chain participants. The long-term effects of 

this trend, and the continuing focus on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors in 

investing, could be substantial. 

COVID-19 serves as an interesting stress test for the securities markets, the results of which 

are not yet fully in. Great uncertainty about the future of the economy has led to extreme swings 

in the markets and a high volume of trading as investors seize on each small scrap of information 

is a straw in the wind that takes on added significance. So far, the equity market seems to have 

handled these challenges well. The extraordinary efforts of the Federal Reserve to loosen 

monetary policy and intervene in various fixed income markets raise questions, however, as to 

whether these actions have inflated equity prices that may collapse when the Fed pulls back. The 

lockdown in response to the virus seems to have led to more speculative day trading by amateur 

investors, who appear to have pumped up stocks of some prominent companies involved in 

bankruptcy proceedings. This has created opportunities for fraud and manipulation and tempted 

one bankrupt company to contemplate a public offering of its apparently overpriced stock until 

headed off by the SEC.26 The major rearrangement of the world and the uncertainties going 

forward also constitute an interesting test how well the SEC’s mandatory disclosure rules succeed 

in their task of narrowing the asymmetries between firm managers and investors with respect to 

the information most valuable for predicting a firm’s future. Finally, at least one interviewee 

26 See Hertz suspends $500M stock offering amid SEC review, Fortune (June 17, 2020), 
https://fortune.com/2020/06/17/hertz-stock-suspended-offering-htz-share-price-bankruptcy-sec-investigation-halted-
trading/. 
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worried about how little we know about the investments of unregulated private equity firms, which 

play such a large role in our economy. If COVID-19 leads to a sharp and extended economic 

downturn many of those firms could fail. That could harm retirement funds, insurance companies, 

universities, and others that invested with the firms and prompt a reevaluation of how private 

equity is treated. 

Precautions against COVID-19 have led several companies to experiment with virtual 

shareholders meetings, according to two interviewees. Those meetings could even replace some 

in-person versions after the pandemic is over, though one interviewee doubted they would be as 

effective 

As we conduct more interviews, we hope to gain additional insight into how COVID-19 is 

affecting the securities markets and plan to speak again with some interviewees once the effects 

of the pandemic are clearer, in six months or so. 

IV. Themes and Next Steps 

Our interviews so far have introduced and explored a rich variety of issues faced by 

securities markets, with a focus on the impact of DLT amidst rapid innovation and technological 

change. While DLT could transform many aspects of the securities markets – from trading to the 

monitoring of human intermediaries to access for ordinary investors – its full potential will not be 

realized without more regulatory guidance and a greater appetite for innovation among market 

participants. We continue to conduct interviews and will update this paper as we learn more. 

Appendix I 
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Institutions, Citigroup 
Simon Lorne - Vice Chairman & Chief Legal Officer, Millennium Management LLC 
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	I.Executive Summary and Background
	I.Executive Summary and Background
	With a generous grant from the Columbia-IBM Center for Blockchain and Data Transparency, the ColumbiaLawSchool/BusinessSchoolProgramin theLawand Economics of CapitalMarkets(the “Program”) is conducting asurvey of domesticand international securities markets regulators, entrepreneurs, private industry leaders, legal practitioners, academics, and otherstakeholdersin thesecuritiesmarkets(the“Survey”). TheSurvey isdesigned to providea deeper understanding of whatthesestakeholdersconsider tobethemostimportantiss
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	II.Commencingthe Survey
	II.Commencingthe Survey
	Asastarting point, theProgramorganized aRoundtablein June 2019 to testand discussa set of draft questions to be included in the Survey. With backgrounds in law, finance, and computer science,the participants focused on how data, blockchain, and smart contract technologiesareaffectingeconomics, law,and policy in thesecuritiesmarkets. The Roundtable was critical in shaping the Survey, helping to determine who would be interviewed and the questionsthey would be asked.  
	3 

	Following the Roundtable, interviews began late last summer and have thus far been conductedwith 49persons, including currentand former SEC commissionersand other regulators, headsof FINRA, and generalcounseland economistsatnationalstock exchangesand prominent 
	Theattendeesatthe RoundtablearelistedinAppendixI. 
	3 

	legalpractitionersand personsfromthe broker-dealercommunity.Twomorepeoplehaveagreed to beinterviewed, butdateshave notyetbeen set.Theinterviewsconducted thusfar havebeen especially valuablebecause of theinterviewees’ enthusiasmand theirwillingnesstoconnect us with additional interviewees.  In total, we anticipate interviewing about 100 persons. 
	4
	5

	TheCOVID-19 pandemichasaffectedtheSurveyin importantways,forcingusto change how we conduct our interviewsand when wewillholdthefinal academicconference onSurvey results. (Theconferenceisnowscheduled forSpring 2021rather than in theFall2020 asoriginally planned. Thepandemic’senormouseconomicimpactand theassociated uncertainty also serveas asortof stresstestthatcouldrevealwhatisand isnotworking in our securitiesmarkets. Finally, thepandemicwillprobably acceleratechangesto howvarioussecuritiesmarketparticipant
	Interview Format. Untilrecently, we preferred to conductinterviewsin person sothat interviewees would be more candid. Since March 2020, however, we have conducted all interviews by video over Zoom. Despite losing some intimacy, we have gained scheduling flexibility and the ability to domore interviews. 
	Interview Content. When we began the Survey last Summer, the U.S. economy was experiencing robust growth, and our interviews reflected thoughtsabouttheworld asit existed then.Theworld has, of course, changed drastically since, and our currentinterviewsarecapturing the thinking of market participants, regulators, and academics as they come to grips with unprecedented market turmoil and regulatory challenges. The extended interview schedule enablesusto takefulladvantageof the opportunity presented by thisothe
	thecurrenteconomiccrisiswillhaveanything approaching a similarimpact, butoutof theGreat Depression cametheSecuritiesActof 1933 and theSecuritiesExchangeActof 1934, statutesthat dramatically changed securitiesregulation and stillformthebackboneof our regulatory structure. 
	Ashasalwaysbeen our plan, wewillevaluatethe results of this research in afinal white paper, which willbe presented ataconference of securitiesacademicsand practitionersin Spring 2021 relating to DLT, advanced information technology,and the future of securities regulation.  Surveyshavealwaysbeen regarded asa fundamentalresearch toolin lawand economics.The Columbia BusinessLawReview (CBLR) hasagreed to usethisconferenceasthebasis for a symposium issue. Nearly twenty of the world’s top securities law scholars 
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	III. Preliminary Survey Results 
	III. Preliminary Survey Results 
	Below is a preliminary summary of the most important topics and themes that have emerged fromtheinterviewsthusfar. Broadly speaking, even asintervieweesexpressed awide variety of opinionsabouta DLT-filled future, asignificant numberacknowledged thepotentialof DLTto transformsecuritiesmarkets. Key questions remain, however, aboutimplementation and the appetite for it among regulators andmarketparticipants.  
	As our interviewshavehighlighted,DLTis only themost recentmanifestation of how advanced information technology has rapidly acceleratedinnovation in securitiesmarkets. While DLThassignificantpotential to transformmany aspectsof our securitiesmarkets, it mustbe understood in thecontextof broader technologicalchangethatour marketsareexperiencing today.  The application of DLT and these other advances in information technology to the securities markets will substantially disrupt how business is done. As in any 
	disruption couldremaketheworld anewfromaregulatory and businesspointof view. Allof this meansthat an intelligentdiscussion of theimplications of thesetechnologies for thesecurities marketsrequiresan understanding of whatdifferenttypesof marketparticipantsthink thegoalsof securitiesregulation should beand howtheythink thosegoalsarebeing met. Asaresult, wealso askedour intervieweesabout these subjects.  
	Below, we synthesize our learning from discussion of the following topics that have emerged fromtheinterviewsthusfar:(A) the overallpotentialof DLT(broadly conceived), (B) stock trading on DLT, (C) market structureconcerns, (D) private vs. publicmarkets, (E) the role of the ordinary investor, (F) theroleof intermediaries, (G) wrongdoing in themarkets, (H) digital coins, (H) regulatory responses to innovation, and (J) the impact of COVID-19. 
	A. TheOverallPotential of DLT 
	Multipleinterviewees said using DLTin thesecuritiesmarketsmighthavesignificant benefits. Thesecould includelower clearing and settlementcosts, an indelibleand unified record of transactions that would make it far easier for enforcement officials to survey and trace transactions in order to detect and prove violations, enhanced data privacy and monitoring capabilities, and, asdiscussed below,even aplatform for trading atleast some, and perhapsall, stocks. Broadly speaking, as onemember of the broker-dealer c
	Yetjustas frequently, intervieweesexpressed substantial concernsaboutwhether the marketsand regulatorswerereadyfor DLT.As onememberof theregulatory community stated, fully functioning DLT-based marketswould require near-universaladoption of DLT, which seems very unlikelyunless regulatorscome up with a long-termplan for creating incentivestoadopt it and guidance on implementing it. 
	Misgivings about whether implementation would in fact on balance be positive also emerged asathemein many of theinterviews. As oneintervieweepointed out, even if right now 
	Misgivings about whether implementation would in fact on balance be positive also emerged asathemein many of theinterviews. As oneintervieweepointed out, even if right now 
	DLTcouldfacilitateaudittrailsand recordkeeping, an entity wouldstill beneeded to bring buyers and sellerstogetherand using DLTto createatrading platformthat would substitute for stock exchangewasamuch moreambitioustask. Interviewees alsocommonly notedthe obstacles of scaling up the functionality of DLTfor widespread useasatrading platformin marketswherea huge volume of transactions occursin microseconds. 

	B. Public Trading and Offering of Stocks on DLT? 
	Publiclytrading and offering stockson DLTwould haveanumber of advantages. Buthow practical would itbe? Much depends on the scalability of DLT and themarket’sand regulators’ appetite for amoredisintermediated system. 
	1.Potential advantages. In thecurrentsystem of tradingstocks publicly on an exchange or other venue,a buyer and a seller anonymously agreeto transactagiven number of shares for a given price. Then,two dayslater,the promised money isexchanged for the promised stock in what is known as clearing and settlement. It is very important for the functioning of this anonymous market that buyers and sellers feel confident that their deals will be honored.  Currently, thisconfidenceisestablished by acomplex systemthat 
	In theory, atleast, aDLT-based systemcould both performthe function of thetrading venue, matching potentialbuyersand sellerswho coulddirectlysubmittheir ordersto it, and then instantaneously provide for theexchange of stock for money. Thiscould lead to substantialcost savings. Brokers, the exchanges and the clearing and settlement entity would no longer be necessary, andmaking theexchange of stock and money instantaneouswould free up thecapital currently required to back atwo-day lag. TheDLTsystemcould also
	Many of theseadvantages, on a one-timebasis, would also accompany being ableto do public 
	offeringsof stocksutilizingDLT. And doing an offering in thisfashion would lay the groundwork 
	for the secondary trading of the stock to be DLT based as well. 
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	2. Viewsofintervieweesasto thepotentialfortrading and offering stock using DLT. A 
	number ofinterviewees raised the possibility of trading stock on blockchain technology. For 
	example, one member of the regulatory communitybelievesthattheability to useblockchain for 
	detailed audits without intermediaries could persuade markets to trade stock on blockchain 
	technology.  
	Even if moving allpublicly traded stocksto an exclusiveDLTplatform provesimpractical 
	in thenear future, onemember of theregulatory community raised anarrower possibility:Some 
	tier of equities(smallercompanies’ stocks, for example, which havealower volume of trading) 
	could tradesolely on their own,singleDLT-based market, therebyeliminatingthe need for central 
	clearingof thesestocks. Amember of the nonprofitcommunitypointed outthattheSEC is already 
	experimentingwith placing stock on ablockchain(thoughhenotedthatthiswould beillegalunder 
	current regulation).The Boston Security Token Exchangehassoughtto becomealisting exchange 
	Recentpilotprojectsinvolvingtheprimaryofferingorsecondarytradingofveryspecificsecuritiessuggestthat the hopes of those imagining wide-spread DLT-based offerings and trading are not entirely fanciful. See, e.g., Vanguard, VanguardAdvances BlockchainTechnologyPilotToStreamline Asset-BackedSecuritiesMarkets (June 11, 2020), (“Vanguard,inpartnershipwith technologyprovider Symbiont,announcedtodaythecompletionof the first phaseof ablockchainpilot designedtodigitizethe issuanceof asset-backed collaboration with a 
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	securities(ABS).In close 
	-
	prototype (“Swissstock exchange SIXhaslaunched a prototype ofitsdistributed ledgertechnology-based digital exchange and centralsecurities depository.Meanwhile,trading hasstarted on Boerse StuttgartDigitalExchange.”); Societe Generale issued the first covered bond as a security token on a public blockchain (April 23, 2019), (“On 18 April2019 Societe Generale SFH,a subsidiary ofSociete Generale Group,issued EUR100mof covered bondsas a security token,directly registered on the Ethereumblockchain.”); 
	https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/34460/six-digital-exchange-launches-dlt-based-trading-and-settlement
	-
	https://www.societegenerale.com/en/newsroom/first-covered-bond-as-a-security-token-on-a-public-blockchain 
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	In Aprilofthisyear,CapBridgeannounced1exchange (1X),a private securities exchange builton the public Ethereum blockchain in collaboration with ConsenSys and regulated by the Monetary Authority ofSingapore.1Xwilltokenize securities,creatinganimmutabledigitalrepresentationof investments ontheblockchainthatareeasier,cheaper,and moresecureto manage.Moreover,thestandardizationand universality ofpublicEthereum mainnet ensures1Xis aligning itselfto a growing,global,borderlessliquidity pool—positioning itselfto con
	-


	for equities as tokenized securities, relying on the Ethereum public blockchain for certain recordkeeping.
	9 

	Variousintervieweessawbenefitsto particular features of aDLT-based trading system. One member of the financial services industry thought DLT could transform clearing and settlementif deployed in awidgetized, confidentialmatter(analogizing thisto themovetoward a cashlesssociety). Recordkeeping isanother importantpotentialapplication of DLT.Amember of thefinancialservicesindustrypointed outtheimportanceof tracking information, noting thata factor contributing to the 2008 financialcrisiswasflawed recordkeeping
	10 

	Other membersof the broker-dealer community speculatedthatDLTcould beparticularly useful in markets for securitieswhere title or ownership structures were less clear.  
	3. Problems implementing DLT-based systems for securities. The discussion above highlightsatheme:Wehaveheard regulators, industry participants, and academics praisethe potential of DLT to facilitatetransparency and recordkeeping and reducethe need fortrusted intermediaries. Yetthosesameintervieweesexpressed major concernsaboutthetechnological 
	For more information, see ; . 
	/
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	19/srbox201919-7004560-214855.pdf
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	See Proxy Voting by Blockchain (April 11,2017), (“Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc. (NYSE:BR), J.P. Morgan, Northern Trust and Banco Santander today announced the successfulcompletion ofa pilotwhich employsa blockchain technology to enhance globalproxy vote transparency and analytics”); Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain Technology (April 2019), (“We can also initiate template-driven smartcontract generation of newassetswith the listing requirementsbased on previously captured issuerdata, likeasma
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	and economicchallengesto implementation,aswellasthe hurdles to changingexisting regulation and the resistance of partiesvested in current practices. 
	Scalability is a significant obstacle to widespread use of a DLT-based trading system, particularlyfor thestocks of thelargest 500 or 1000 publiccompanies. Multipleinterviewees stressed that such equities markets see a huge volume of transactions, which occur in microseconds. Currently Bitcoin can handlefour transactionsper second whileover onethousand transactions occur per second on theU.S. stock exchanges. Even if this problemwerefixed, the systemwould undoubtedly requiresignificantlevelsof financing. Mo
	Beyond these questions of technological and economicfeasibility, thereis, as noted by multipleinterviewees fromthe regulatory and broker-dealer communities, thematter of legacy firmshaving atechnological “debt.” In other words, even if thebenefitsto society of switching now(assuming everyonedid it at once) might outweigh thecosts, theprivatebenefitstofirms would not. Switching would requirethemto abandon investmentsin existingwaysof doing things, and those investments earn substantial returns that new compe
	machinelearning is increasingly used successfully in the robo-advising context, for instance).
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	See, e.g., Fidelity, AI to Enhance Investment Decision-Making (Feb. 3, 2020), (“When surveying900institutions across 25 countriesforthe GlobalInstitutionalInvestor Survey, Fidelity found threequartersofrespondentsthink it’sunlikely the industry willbe the same in seven years.Many cited potentialdisruption by artificialintelligence (AI),butoptimismis generallyhigh aroundtheworldabout its potential incorporationinto manyhigh-value investing functionssuch as evaluating portfolio performance and risk and determ
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	Moreover, thecurrentsystem of stock trading isgenerally perceived as functioning welland at a lower costper tradethan ever before. In sum, theseintervieweesfeelthatthereareneither strong marketincentives nor significant regulatory pressuresto transition soon to aDLT-based system for the various entitiesthatjointly operatethecurrentsystem of trading and clearing and settlement. 
	Multipleintervieweesalso raised privacy concerns. For example, as onemember of the legalcommunity suggested, there may be a tradeoff between privacy and the transparency and accuracy ofan immutable, decentralized record of transactionsthatDLT may offer. Investors – especially fundamental valuetraders – usually prefer to hidetheir trades for strategicreasons, a viewechoed by amember of the broker-dealer committee.Thecurrentsystempreservesprivacy quite reliably: A customer givesits order to a broker, which ha
	Someinterviewees, including one fromtheregulatory community,said brokerswould, at leastin theshortterm, probablycontinuetofacilitateactualtrades,which would still occur on exchangesin their current form, butthat clearing and settlementcould happen on aDLT-based system.Using DLTfor clearing and settlement seemstechnologically feasible. As onemember of thefinancial servicescommunity putit succinctly:If Walmartcan putitssupply chain on blockchain, JPMorgan can settletrades on blockchain. The problemliesin thee
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	services areexpectedtobeutilizedas atooltoaugmentwork,notfullysupplantthe roles of analysts or institutions’ investment partners.”). 
	See Technicaldifferencebetween Ethereum,Hyperledgerfabric and R3 Corda, Medium.com(March 16, 2018), (analyzing the differences between Ethereum, Hyperledger, and Corda). 
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	absence) of aninsurgent/challenger bank with a vested interestin unseating highly entrenched current systems. 
	Also, as one member of the regulatory community cautioned, even this modest reform would probably not eliminate completely the trusted intermediary involved – currently The Depository Trust&Clearing Corporation (“DTCC”).Getting rid ofDTCC or itsequivalentwould also eliminatethe oversightthatsuch an entity offers, and sotheSEC would likely insistthatthe newplatformincludea trusted person. Then, by declaring thattrusted person to beabroker-dealer, theSEC couldcontinueto exercise oversight. Thisintervieweealso
	4. Summation and questionsgoing forward. In sum, intervieweesthus far expressed some appetite for using DLT for stock trading; however, significant concerns over scalability and amarketstillneedssomemechanismfor bringing partiestogether. Any realchangewouldrequire everyoneto useblockchain, which willnothappen unlessregulatorscomeup with someyearslong plan for implementing it. As noted, perhapsamiddle groundwould stillinvolve brokers placing orders on exchanges, but clearing and settlement would occur exclus
	oversightremain.As oneregulatorputit, even if DLThelpswith audittrailsand recordkeeping, 
	-

	Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionswillguide our discussions:Whatisbeing done to think through theimplications of atruly trustlesssystem?Even astechnology isdeveloped to facilitateaDLT-based trading world, what additionally will need to occur in order to increase 
	Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionswillguide our discussions:Whatisbeing done to think through theimplications of atruly trustlesssystem?Even astechnology isdeveloped to facilitateaDLT-based trading world, what additionally will need to occur in order to increase 
	market and regulatory appetite for that world? What incentives would lead firms to adopt technology such as DLT, whichis extremely costly and difficult to implement on a large scale? 

	C. Market Structure 
	Howwellaretoday’smarkets operating? Can DLTimprove or addressconcernsabout market structure?One broad themeemerged from our interviews:Thereiswidedisagreement aboutwhich interestsour marketsshould promoteand which interestscurrentmarketstructuresin fact serve. Itisthusimportantto understand thesedifferentpointsof viewin order to seewhat a DLT-based systemmight offerandhowitshould bedesigned.Understanding theseissuesalso helpsus understand whateconomicand politicalobstaclesmay impedeadoptionof aDLT-based sys
	Some interviewees, spanning the regulatory and investment communities, felt that the marketswere overalloperating welland fairly.Differentintervieweesstressed differentpositives.  Onemember of the regulatory communitybelievesthey areworking relatively wellatleast with respectto pricediscovery. Another saidinsidersdo nothavean advantage over ordinary investors, and buy and hold investorshavenever been better off, given lowtrading costsand instantaneous executions. Otherinterviewees, however, expressed concer
	13

	1. Fees for proprietary data. Data concerning best available quotes and transactions occurring on each exchangeareavailableto marketparticipantsin aconsolidated,SEC-mandated feed referred to astheSIP. Thereisaslightdelay, however, between when atransaction or change in a quote occursand, after processing,itsappearance on theSIP. Each exchangechargesafee for accessto thisdataatthesamemomentitissentto theSIP. Thedata obtained thisway is referred to as proprietary data. Thecustomersareliquiditysupplyingmarket 
	See Memorandum, Maker-TakerFees on EquitiesExchanges, Securitiesand ExchangeCommission (“SEC”) Division ofTrading andMarkets (Oct.20,2015), .  
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	waysthatpermitthemto act morequickly than they could if they relied on theSIP –sometimes to the disadvantage of others in the market.  
	Amarketmaker providesliquidity by submitting to exchanges quotesin the form of limit orders. Alimitorder, untilcancelled, commitsthesubmitterto buy or sell agiven quantity of sharesat a stated price(thebuy pricebeing the“bid,”and thesellpricebeing the “offer” or “ask”). For themarketmaker, being ableto act morequickly also meansbeingableto cancelold quotes and submit new onesfaster in responsetonewtransactions or changesin quotesofothers. This allows the market maker to better protect itself from costly adv
	High speed traderscan also useproprietary datato engagein profitablearbitragethattakes advantageof personswho do notchangetheir quotesasquickly in responsetoneworders or quotes of others.  Brokers can use the information to trade for their clients with less impact on price.  
	TheSIP does notcontain information about quotesthatareinferior to thebestquotes on each market, referred to as“depth of book”information. Thisinformation may contain hintsabout whatthepersonswho posted thequotesmightknow. And itisvaluableto brokersbecauseoften thebestquote is only for the purchase or sale of asmallnumber of shares, and so filling alarger order quickly willrequiretransacting againsttheseinferior quotesaswell. Accessto thisdepth of book data is also sold by exchanges and referred to as propri
	Anumber of intervieweesfeltthatprices for proprietary dataweretoo high.Onemember of theinvestmentindustry,who otherwiselauded themarkets’ functioning,feltthatprices at currentlevelscreated persistentinefficiencies.Although proprietary dataatcurrentpricesappears very profitable for the exchanges, their practices vary, and not all members of the exchange 
	Anumber of intervieweesfeltthatprices for proprietary dataweretoo high.Onemember of theinvestmentindustry,who otherwiselauded themarkets’ functioning,feltthatprices at currentlevelscreated persistentinefficiencies.Although proprietary dataatcurrentpricesappears very profitable for the exchanges, their practices vary, and not all members of the exchange 
	community defend thecurrentarrangements.Onemember of the broker-dealer community stated thatthecostof proprietary datawaslikeatax on investors. As anothermember of theexchange communitypointed out,relying solely on theSIP for marketdataisinsufficient for bestexecution, which essentially forces brokersto pay thevery high price for datathat most exchangescharge. And atleastonemember of theexchangecommunity explicitly expressed a desire for additional regulation around market data pricing – as they and others 

	2. Rebates and userfees. Mostexchangespay a rebateper share for every standing limit order thatisexecuted against(thus rewarding theperson making liquidity) and chargeasomewhat larger feeper share for every marketable order thatexecutesagainst astanding limitorder (thus charging theperson who takesliquidity). Thisisthe “maker-taker”feesystem. Afewexchanges do the opposite, known as. the “taker-maker”feesystem: And oneexchangechargesthesame smaller feeto both theliquidity maker and taker. Importantly, in all
	Themaker-taker and taker-maker systemsraised concernsamong someintervieweesabout brokers’ conflictsof interest:The broker, rather than seeking bestexecution of thetransaction that itscustomer wishesto undertake, mightsend itsordersto an exchangewith, say,thelargestrebates or lowestfees. As oneintervieweenoted, itisvery difficultto seewhich brokersarereceiving rebates for which tradesand thusto monitor brokersto seeif therebatesand feesareinducing themto violatetheir duties of bestexecution. Someinterviewees
	Themaker-taker and taker-maker systemsraised concernsamong someintervieweesabout brokers’ conflictsof interest:The broker, rather than seeking bestexecution of thetransaction that itscustomer wishesto undertake, mightsend itsordersto an exchangewith, say,thelargestrebates or lowestfees. As oneintervieweenoted, itisvery difficultto seewhich brokersarereceiving rebates for which tradesand thusto monitor brokersto seeif therebatesand feesareinducing themto violatetheir duties of bestexecution. Someinterviewees
	newexchangethattheSEC approved in May, isdueto begin operationsin September,andis being backed by institutionalinvestors. MEMX, according to is proponents,isdesigned tocostless and bemoretransparentthan existing exchanges.  

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Order protection rule. Under the SEC’s NMS Rule 611, in most circumstances, a marketable buy or sellorder sentto an exchangewhosebestquote for thestock isinferior to the bestquoteon someother exchangemustbesent on to thatother exchange. When therulewas introduced, itwasjustified as both assuring retailinvestorsthatthey would getbestexecution and helping thecompetitiveposition of newentrantexchanges, which , becausethey wereinitially small, might nothavetheir quotesexecuted against –even when those quoteswer

	4. 
	4. 
	Fragmentation. As recentlyastheearly1990s, tradingthestock of any significant, publiclytradedcompany was stilllargelyconfinedtoa single venue, either NASDAQ or the NewYorkStockExchange (NYSE). Today, any given stock ispotentially traded on each of almost sixty competing venues: morethan adozen exchangesand almostfifty dark pools. This transformation is a product of both the huge increases in the speed of communication and calculation thathavearisen fromtheinformation-technology revolutionand deliberatechoic


	A number of interviewees felt that this proliferation of trading venues has gotten out of hand, i.e., that there is too much “fragmentation.”Onemember of the broker-dealer community, for 
	A number of interviewees felt that this proliferation of trading venues has gotten out of hand, i.e., that there is too much “fragmentation.”Onemember of the broker-dealer community, for 
	example, suggested thattoday’slevelof fragmentation did notcreatemorecompetitionbutjust spread participants across more venues. In his view, this benefited market makers, proprietary traders, and exchanges, attheexpenseof longer terminvestors. Fragmentation may help makethe 

	U.S. acheap placeto operate for thesmalltrader, hesuggested, butit raisescostsfor brokersand for institutional clientstrying to movelargeamountsof stock.Notwithstanding thisclaim, one interviewee from the market maker community was also unhappy with the current level of fragmentation and statedthathaving morevenuesmadeitmoredifficultfor marketmakersto use one exchange to undo a transaction on another. It also made the task of market making more random. A member of the broker-dealer communitysuggested thatre
	Fragmentation raisesinteresting issues forany application of DLTto stock trading.To obtain thefullmeasureof DLT’spotentialcostsavings,all trading of any given stock would occur on oneDLT-based venue, which, in addition to replacing allthecurrenttrading venues,would automaticallydotheworkofallthe variousentitiescurrently devoted to clearing and settlement, transferring shares, maintaining custody, and managing firm corporate stock ledgers. Such a transformation within a regulated industry such assecuritieswo
	14

	5. Special regulatory status of the stock exchanges. The current regulatory structure governing the securities markets was established back in the 1930s. At that time, each U.S. stock exchange was a non-profit with considerable authority over the practices of its broker-dealer members. The federal securities laws required each exchange to register with the SEC and become subject to its supervision and rules. But each exchange retained its special status as a “self-regulatory organization” (SRO), 
	See David C. Donald & Mahdi Miraz,“Multilateral Transparency for Securities Markets through DLT, FordhamJournalofCorporate &FinancialLaw,25:97-154 (2019). 
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	allowing it to continue much of its traditional regulatory role, now essentially delegated to it by the SEC, and entitling it to certain protections not available to broker-dealers. Starting in the 1990s, the stock exchanges all converted to for-profit institutions, but they were allowed to keep their status as SROs. Aspointed outby onememberof theregulatory community, the relationship between the exchanges and the SEC continuesto deteriorateand ischaracterized by extensivelegalbattlesover thevery authority
	Any DLT-based system would, for both regulatory and speed-of-transactions reasons, probablyneed atrusted party, and thistrusted party would raisethesamekind of regulatory issues astheexchangesdo today. Theseincludewhether thesystemshould beanon-profitwith brokerdealersas members or a for-profit entity, and whether itshould haveSRO status. 
	-

	6. Thetechnological armsrace. As noted earlier, various market participants – market makers, other high frequency traders,and sophisticated brokersplacing ordersfor investors–seek to get, and act upon, as quickly as possible data about changes in existing quotes and new transactions. In their world,victory goesto theswift. Thispromptsatechnologicalarmsracethat thecurrentlevelof fragmentation fuelsby requiringeach suchentity to havean advanced computer located close to each exchange’s matching engine (so cal
	6. Thetechnological armsrace. As noted earlier, various market participants – market makers, other high frequency traders,and sophisticated brokersplacing ordersfor investors–seek to get, and act upon, as quickly as possible data about changes in existing quotes and new transactions. In their world,victory goesto theswift. Thispromptsatechnologicalarmsracethat thecurrentlevelof fragmentation fuelsby requiringeach suchentity to havean advanced computer located close to each exchange’s matching engine (so cal
	stock tradeexclusively on asingleDLT-based platformwould makemuch of thiscostly effort unnecessary.  

	7. The qualityofthemarketforlargeissuerstocksversusthatforsmallerissuerstocks. Onemember of theexchangecommunityexpressed concern thatthesecondary trading markets function wellfor largecorporationsbutnotaswellor assmoothly for smaller issuers, which have amuch lower trading volumeand lessliquidity. The prospectthattheir shares, if publicly traded, would lackhigh liquidity discouragesmany startupsand smaller corporationsseeking capitalfrom going public. So tech giantssuch asAppleand Google dominatetheinnovat
	The prospectof DLT-based trading raisesinteresting possibilitieshere. As noted earlier, thescalability issuesof DLT-based trading areless relevant for smaller, lower trading-volume issuersand so thetrading of such issuers’ sharesis agood starting point for DLT. Atthesame time, designing thesystemto amelioratethemarket structureissuesthat may contributeto the problemstheseissuershave on theexchangesmightmakepublicofferingsmoreattractiveto them.    
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	Debt markets. Finally, manyinterviewees expressed concerns aboutinefficiencyand lack of transparency in thedebtmarkets. For example, onemember of thefinancial services industryblamed thelack ofsuchtransparency for Lehman’scollapse: Moretransparency would haveincreased liquidity and given themarketmorefaith thattherealizableunderlying fundamental value of Lehman’s assetswassufficient for itto meetitsobligations. Illiquidity also contributesto volatilepricing. Thisintervieweeobserved thatthelargemarginsenjoye

	broker-dealer communitypointed out. Theseconcernswereechoed by amember of the regulatory community, whoworriedthatAmericanstend to turn to debtmarketsasthey getolder, but very high markups and spreadsmakegetting cash in our outexpensive. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Summation and questions going forward. In sum, while some agreement emerged that equity marketsaregenerally functioning well, atleast with respectto pricediscovery, concerns wereexpressed aboutanumber of issuesthatany developmentof DLT-based marketsystemswill need to carefully consider. 


	Afewquestionswillcontinueto guide our interviews:Asmarketsbecomeincreasingly fragmented and complex, aretheintereststhatpastand presentstructuresweredesigned to serve stillbeing served?Should they be?To theextentthatDLTtransformsstructuraloperationsin markets, can it alleviate some of the issues identified in this section? 
	D. Public vs. Private Markets 
	Private, rather than public, marketsareincreasingly providing capital: Startupsnow amass millions, even billions, of dollars in venture capital or private equity funding before, if ever, considering an IPO.Indeed, many no longer go public for thetraditional reason:Thehigh liquidity of publicly traded sharesmakesthemmorevaluableand hencethe offering of sharesthat willenjoy thatliquidity isan attractiveway of raising capital. Instead, they go public for reasons 
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	related to the fact that,with the growth of the firm, it has issued stock to so many employees.
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	1. ThepotentialimpactofDLTon therelativesizeofprivateversuspublicmarkets. How might DLT play a rolein thisdivide? In asense, theremay bea horseracehere,with DLT enhancingtheattractionof both stayingprivateand goingpublic. Onthe onehand, DLT could significantly improveprivatemarketliquidity by making itcheaper and easier for qualified buyers and sellers –accredited investors –tofind each other and havetheir trades clearedand settled. It could also makeprivatemarketsmoretransparent, aconcern touched upon in m
	See, e.g., McKinsey’sPrivate MarketsAnnualReview (2020), equity-and-principal-investors/our-insights/mckinseys-private-markets-annual-review. 
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	The very number of employee shareholders, if high enough, triggers federal securities law disclosure obligationsanyhow,making the disclosures connected with a public offering much lessofan additionalburden.Even withoutthattrigger,theseemployees willbepushingfortheirsharestobepubliclytradedsothatitiseasierforthem to cash in. 
	16 

	In support of this view, one interviewee involved in private markets noted that blockchain technology – through smart contracts, for example – can speed any given trade and that smart contracts are already being used The underlying technology of DLT, which mediatescomplex transactionsefficiently, could also be used to restrict transfers ofprivate securitiesto thoseallowed by law or by corporate provisions to acquire them.  
	to facilitate liquidity in private markets.
	17 

	On theother hand, as wehavenoted abovein thediscussion of marketstructure, thereare many ways that a DLT-based system might help the public securities markets. DLT might persuadecompaniesto go publicearlier in their lives, given that, for scalability reasons, smaller firmsarethebetter initial candidates for DLT-based trading. Also, assomeinterviewees noted, DLTcould makebeing a publiccompany moreattractivegenerally by reducingthemechanical costsof distributing dividendsand announcementsto, and soliciting an
	DLT couldalsohelp thepublicmarketsby improvingthedisclosurerequiredof public companies. Broadly, the backbone of the regulation of publicly traded securities has been the mandatory issuer disclosurerules. Although they areoften justified as protectinginvestors, most scholarsbelievedisclosure’smoreimportant function isthe promotion of accurateshareprices, which in turn enhancestheefficiency of thelarger economy in a number of ways,including by improvingcorporate governanceand reducinginsider trading, which i
	Theprimeconsumersof disclosurehavebeen professionalsecuritiesanalystswho useitto guidetheinvestment fundsthatemploy them. Traditionally, thisdisclosurehascomein the form of answersto SEC formquestions. Theissuerspublishtheseanswersperiodicallyin SEC filings. Newtechnology related to DLTmay allowanalystsdirectand continuousaccessto rawdatafrom within issuers. Thiscould both enhancesharepriceaccuracy and reducethetrading advantages of corporate insiders. The question, though, is whether these gains outweigh t
	See, e.g., Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain Technology (April 2019), (“Smart contracts are automated actionsthat can be coded and executed once a setof conditionsismet.They have the ability to remove some ofthe more manual componentsof thefinancialindustry—such as theprocess of distributingdividends—by placing the execution ofthe action on the blockchain via automated code,instead ofin the handsofhuman operators. :thecomplexprocessof payingout dividends, splits, issueof rights, warrants, pay-ups,an
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	Corporate actions

	particular, howcould issuersprotectproprietary information fromtheir competitors?And would makingthisdataavailableto highly sophisticated analystsbe unfair to other investors?To the extent that these factors are indeed problems, can new methods of disclosure be designed to minimize them? 
	Oneinterviewee fromtheissuer community suggested that,if DLTmadeprivatemarkets more attractive by making shares more liquid, private and public markets might be more complementsthan competitors. Theideaisthatgreater liquidity in theprivatemarketwould make thepricestheremoreaccuratelyreflectthetrue value of afirm’sshares. Thisin turn would make asubsequentpublicoffering simpler and lessrisky. Indeed, if thefirmand thepublicmarketboth viewed thepricediscovery capabilitiesof theprivatemarket as good enough, th
	18 

	2. in private or publicmarketsmightaffectthedividebetween thetwo requiresadiscussion of how thedivideiscurrently viewed. Becauseprivatefirmsare notsubjectto mandatory disclosure requirements, someintervieweeswith regulatory experienceexpressed thefear that,with larger and larger firmsstaying private, welosethecorporategovernancebenefitsof publicmarkets. One member of theinvestmentindustryargued, however,thatprivatemarketswereactually better at creatingvalueand strengthening corporategovernance. Theargumenti
	Issuesrelated to the public/privatemarketdivide.To fully understand how using DLT 

	Ina firmcommitment underwriting,theinvestment bankbuys all theshares being offeredfromthe issuer at theofferingpriceminusadiscount. Thusthebank takes the risk if the price is too high and the offering does not sell out. 
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	incentivizeshasincentivized many companiesto remain private—rather than going publicwith absentee shareholders. Moreover, this interviewee believed that competition between private equity firmsand investors made valuationsmore robustin private markets. 
	Butother intervieweesdisagreed, saying someprivate valuationsareillogical and citing WeWork asan example. Amember of theinvestmentcommunity blamed venturecapital for contributing to priceinaccuracy, noting thatventure fundsweretrying to undercutcompetitorsat efficient publicmarkets, thatcould lead to problemsfor society, theintervieweessaidwith inferior projects receiving scarce capital that could have gone to more promising ones. going to in. 
	an unsustainablelevel.If relatively inefficientprivatemarketsare growing morethanrelatively 

	Whether private markets or public markets produce higher returns was another point of disagreement. For example, one member of the regulatory community thought private equity generally earned higher returns, even after adjustment for higher risk, while another member of theregulatory communitydid notthink so. Thisdisagreementisimportantbecause, asdiscussed below, oneof themain arguments for giving ordinary investorsmoreaccessto privatemarketsis that they are currently being denied these higher returns. 
	Intervieweesalso disagreed aboutwhy theprivatemarketswere growing. Twomembers of theinvestmentand exchangecommunities believed that costswereasignificant deterrentto going public. A member of the regulatory community said that, while individual disclosure requirementswerejustifiable, in totalthey could beso burdensomethatthey alsodeterred companies fromgoing public. Similarly, a former regulator saidthat“overregulation”in public markets, and the ubiquity of litigation, slowed progressand innovation. Yet ano
	Intervieweesalso disagreed aboutwhy theprivatemarketswere growing. Twomembers of theinvestmentand exchangecommunities believed that costswereasignificant deterrentto going public. A member of the regulatory community said that, while individual disclosure requirementswerejustifiable, in totalthey could beso burdensomethatthey alsodeterred companies fromgoing public. Similarly, a former regulator saidthat“overregulation”in public markets, and the ubiquity of litigation, slowed progressand innovation. Yet ano
	issue fromtheother side, oneintervieweefromthelegalcommunityfeltthattheSEC, in an effort to promotestartupsand thelike,wenttoo far in allowing firmsto raisecapitalwithoutengaging in a registered public offering and itsextensive disclosure requirements. 

	Intervieweesalso raised questionsaboutthekinds of information that publicfirmsare required to disclose.Atleastonemember of thelegalcommunityacknowledged theimportance of forward-looking disclosures, whilealso acknowledging their drawbacks—e.g., their potential to mislead. Another interviewee, a member of the regulatory community, thought that some disclosure requirementsmightbeirrelevantto investmentdecisionsand furtherclutteredalready dense disclosure documents. 
	Amember of the regulatory communitysuggested thatthe growth of the privatemarkets helpsto hold theSEC accountable. TheSEC isconcerned thatsomefirmsarelosing out on the improved liquidity of the publicmarketsbecausetheyviewtheaccompanying regulation astoo burdensometo beworthwhile. Thisputspressure on theSEC toredesign certain regulationslike “random”rulesaboutpay ratio and conflict mineralsthat candiscouragecompanies fromgoing public.  
	Another member of the financial services industry suggested that DLT could allow regulatorsto “look under the hood”of privatemarketswherearevariety of newapproachesarea sourceof concern to many commentators. Information aboutthosemarketshastraditionally been hard to comeby because of the very factthatthey areprivate. For example, with DLT, itcould becomemuch easier for regulatorsto determinewhether private-marketinvestorsactually qualify asaccredited investors. Onemember of the regulatory community, however
	3. Summaryand questionsgoing forward. In sum, thereissignificant disagreementabout whether theriseof privatemarketsisdesirable. Someapplaud privatemarkets for their value-creation potential, while many others are concerned about their lack of transparency and requirementsforissuer disclosureand wouldalterregulationsto encouragemorecompaniesto go public.Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionsin particular willguide our discussions. Can 
	3. Summaryand questionsgoing forward. In sum, thereissignificant disagreementabout whether theriseof privatemarketsisdesirable. Someapplaud privatemarkets for their value-creation potential, while many others are concerned about their lack of transparency and requirementsforissuer disclosureand wouldalterregulationsto encouragemorecompaniesto go public.Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionsin particular willguide our discussions. Can 
	DLTnarrowdifferencesin theamount of information availablein privateand publicmarkets? Can DLT alleviateconcernsaround privatemarket growth and accessto investors, and can it streamline disclosure obligations for companiesconsidering going public? 

	E. The Ordinary Investor 
	Closely tied to theabovediscussionisthe role of ordinary “unsophisticated”investors, who have long had a fraught history with equity investing. As multiple interviewees have observed, DLTcould either ameliorateor significantly exacerbatetheseproblems. Whathappens depends largelyon whether DLT canexpand ordinary investors’ access to information. 
	All else equal, access to a broad range of equities is good for an investor because it improvesher rangeof investmentand savingsoptions. Allis notequal, however, becausemost ordinary investorslack much relevantinformation andthetimeand skillto analyzetheinformation they do have –aconcern raised, for example, by onemember of the broker-dealer community.A former regulator went further, questioningthewisdomof letting retailinvestorsparticipatein nonindex-fund marketsgiventheir ignoranceof thecomplexity of mode
	-

	Ordinary investorshave relatively open accessto stockstrading in the publicmarkets.  Thesemarkets, and theissuers of thestocksthattradein them, areheavily regulated, in partto protect ordinary investors fromfraud and risksthey otherwisemightnotanticipate. Theprivate marketsaremuch morelightly regulated, butaccessto themis restricted, and they excludemany ordinary investors. Debatecontinues overwhether thisstructuregetsthingsright. Doesit, for example, unnecessarily exclude ordinary investors from the most l
	Ordinary investorshave relatively open accessto stockstrading in the publicmarkets.  Thesemarkets, and theissuers of thestocksthattradein them, areheavily regulated, in partto protect ordinary investors fromfraud and risksthey otherwisemightnotanticipate. Theprivate marketsaremuch morelightly regulated, butaccessto themis restricted, and they excludemany ordinary investors. Debatecontinues overwhether thisstructuregetsthingsright. Doesit, for example, unnecessarily exclude ordinary investors from the most l
	expansion of private markets – where some “unicorn” startups have rewarded their venture capitalistand private-equity firminvestorsastonishing returns —makesanswering thesequestions increasingly urgent.  

	Afewinterviewees– ranging frominvestmentindustry individualsto legalprofessionals and regulators –thoughtretailinvestorsmightsafely participatein privatemarketsby investingin publicly traded fundsthatin turn investin theprivatemarket.Retailinvestorswould getaccess to private markets but delegate the choice of assets to better informed fund managers. This investmentvehiclecould bestructured aseither an open-end or closed-end mutualfund. At least onemember of theinvestmentcommunity wasskepticalof the open-end
	19

	Expanding thedefinition of an accredited investor isanother potentialway to open private marketsto moreinvestors. Someintervieweessuggested redefining thetermto include persons who establish acertain levelof investmentsophistication but do notmeetthecurrentincome or networth standards.However, oneformer regulator proposed going farther andopening private 
	20

	See, e.g., SmallBusinessCapitalFormation Advisory Committee, ExpandingRetailAccesstoPrivateMarkets November2019, . SS 
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	See, e.g., SECPressRelease, SECProposesto Update Accredited InvestorDefinition to Increase Accessto Investments (Dec.18,2019), . 
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	marketsto any investor who usedabroker bound by Regulation Best Interestand fully understood the risks involved. 
	Thisdiscussion tiesinto afew broader debatesabouttheeconomy. Marketindex funds and robo-advisorsmay, at affordablecost, increasethe range of equitiesin which thesavings of ordinary investorscan beintelligently invested and provide vehicles for diversifying risk. Yet, whether thesenewfeaturesof themarketarereally helping ordinary investorsisan open question.  In particular, even if they appear to work under normalcircumstances, arethey proneto failurein extreme circumstances, thereby introducing systemic ris
	In sum, littleagreementexistsasto theidealamount of accessthatretailinvestorsshould safely haveto equitiesmarkets–privateor public. Whileitisconceivablethattheir lack of access to privatemarkets systematically excludesthem fromlucrativeinvestments,thisisfar fromclear.  Many regulatorsand marketparticipantsquestioned thefeasibility of providing ordinary investors accessto privatemarketswhileprotecting them fromfraud. Morebroadly, their very abilityto understand the complexity of modern markets was raised as 
	Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionswillcontinueto guide our discussions: Can DLT safely increase access by retail investors to additional segments of the market? Can it facilitate their education? 
	F. Intermediaries 
	One broad themeemergeshere:Thefutureof DLTvis-à-visintermediariesdepends on our reliance on human regulatorargued, weshould notgive up the oversight of themarketsthatcomesthrough theSEC’s regulation of broker-dealers unless we are certain something better is taking its place. 
	intermediariesasthe front-lineagainstwrongdoing in themarket.As one 

	Mostsignificantly, DLT and AI could acceleratethedecreasein the role of retailbrokers asthemain source of an individual’sinvestmentadvice. Currently, alltransactionsin markets mustbe donethrough a broker,becausethe broker, which issupposed to knowitscustomer, 
	Mostsignificantly, DLT and AI could acceleratethedecreasein the role of retailbrokers asthemain source of an individual’sinvestmentadvice. Currently, alltransactionsin markets mustbe donethrough a broker,becausethe broker, which issupposed to knowitscustomer, 
	provides a backstop to assure that a trade closes should the customer not follow through. As discussed earlier, DLT presents the possibility, for example, of a clearing and settlement In that case, thefear that atrader willnotperformwould no longer beareason to preventtraders fromdirectaccessto exchanges. Similarly, AI-based programscould guideinvestorsasto what 
	mechanismthatdoes not rely on acustomer’s broker to assurethecustomer’sperformance.
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	to invest in and how to execute their trades, functions also traditionally performed by brokers.
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	Further, it is possible that DLT could completely remove the need for not only retail brokers, butalso exchange-traded funds(ETFs) and mutualfunds. DLTcould maketransacting frequently,in even slivers of investment, nearly costless. And AI-based robo-investing could guide what purchases and sales should be made and how to execute them at the best prices. 
	Asintermediariesincreasingly rely on computersto giveinvestmentadviceto, and make In 2017, theSEC issued guidancestating that, if structured properly, adigitaladviser could beafiduciary under theAdvisor’sAct withouttheneed to createnewrules. Thescopeof such guidance still needsto befleshed out, and marketsand regulatorsarestilllearning, asonemember of the broker-dealer community informed us. Moreexistentially, thatintervieweeargued thatacomputer can know its client quitewell given its ability to sort and pr
	investmentdecisions for, investors, questionsabound asto their dutiesto customers.
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	However, theimportanceof human intermediariesshould notbe understated–athemethat emerged outof multipleinterviews. OneregulatorwasskepticalthattheSEC would ever tolerate noroleforintermediaries. Thatsameintervieweeemphasized that, for example, even with AI-based investing, mechanismsfor regulatory oversightwerestillrobust –becausethehumansthat created the computer programs were still subject to such oversight. Another former regulator 
	See, e.g., Advancing Capital Markets with Blockchain Technology (April 2019), 
	https://pages.consensys.net/advancing-capital-markets-with-blockchain-technology
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	It shouldbenoted,however,thatone formerregulatorthoughtthatthe greatestthreatposed by DLTwould be moretotransferagents,suchasDTCC,asopposedtobrokers.
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	See, e.g., Baker,TomandDellaert,BenedictG.C., "RegulatingRoboAdviceAcrosstheFinancialServices Industry" (2018). Faculty Scholarship at Penn Law. 1740. ; Jake G. Rifkin, Robo-Advisers Jumping on the Bandwagon: Yet Another Cry for a Uniform Standard, 97 N.C. L. Rev. 673 (2019). Available at: . 
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	acknowledged thatitwas reasonablethattheSEC mightwantto retain intermediariesasthemain points of regulation.  
	Thesedebatesoccur againstabroader backdrop of uncertainty around abroker’sduty. For example, multipleintervieweesthoughttheconceptof bestexecution needsclearer guidance. One member of the exchange community specifically thought that best execution was too vague a concept, hamperingFINRA’senforcement, and expressed theviewthatRegulation BestInterest should go further. So onequestion iswhether DLT could provideneeded transparency and clarity? 
	On aseparate front, onemember of thelegalcommunity expressed concernsaboutthe growth of intermediariesin theformof privateequity funds,which raisetheir fundspursuantto exemptions fromthepublicoffering disclosureregimeand havesufficiently fewinvestorsto avoid mostother regulations. Theseintermediariesreceive fundsfrominstitutions or wealthyindividuals and then investthatmoney in debt or equity securitiesof privatecompanies. Hesuggested thatthe total volume of the investments of such funds exceed the total of
	In sum,whileintervieweesacknowledged the potentialof DLT to obviatethe need for intermediaries, significant questions remain asto whether doing so iswise or whether regulators would becomfortablewith such aworld, given thetraditionalfocuson intermediariesasthe frontlinetarget for regulators in policing wrongdoing. 
	-

	Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionswillguide our discussions:Isasystementirely withoutintermediariespossible? Isitdesirable?Whatconcernswould need to beaddressed before transitioning to such a system? 
	G. Wrongdoing 
	As alluded to in previous sections, traditional methods of discipline in the securities markets focused on disclosure and human intermediaries. For example, our current regulatory structure reliesheavily on brokersto bethe front-linesoldiersin thebattleagainstinsider and manipulativetrading by their customers. Howmightthe regulatory system need to bechanged if brokers drop out of theequation? Could DLT, with itsrecordkeeping capabilities, offer themeans 
	As alluded to in previous sections, traditional methods of discipline in the securities markets focused on disclosure and human intermediaries. For example, our current regulatory structure reliesheavily on brokersto bethe front-linesoldiersin thebattleagainstinsider and manipulativetrading by their customers. Howmightthe regulatory system need to bechanged if brokers drop out of theequation? Could DLT, with itsrecordkeeping capabilities, offer themeans 
	for effectiveoversight? Could italso help in providing authoritiesdataneeded to reducesystemic risk? 

	The laws around insider trading and market manipulation are already rife with uncertainties. Courtslack clear legislativemandatesand areinstead simply guided by asmall number of very generally worded anti-fraud provisions. Asa result, thecourtshavebeen forced to develop in common lawfashion ways of distinguishing trading-profit-motivated, butsocially useful, transactions from practicesthat simply movemoney to thosewho aremost artfulin what they say or howthey trade. Technologicaladvancementsexpand themenu o
	Innovation in marketsis only accelerating. Justafewyearsago, regulatorsstruggled to craft responsive rules regarding the advent of these high frequency traders, and yet there are already complaints, as noted above,that our currentmarket-structure rulesare obsolete. Theline has grown increasingly blurry between socially beneficialtransactionsthattend to makeprices moreaccurateand marketsmoreliquid, and transactionsthat should fallunder our prohibitions against insider trading or manipulation.  
	Onemember of the regulatory communitywarned of theensuing dangers:If regulators themselves are unsure of the line, how can market participants calibrate their behavior accordingly? A member of theinvestmentcommunityexpressed skepticismof regulators’ ability to stay on top of technologicalinnovation, especially asso many lawsaround wrongdoing depend on identifyingintent, an increasingly murky conceptgiven theriseof AI. Thisisexacerbated, that interviewee pointed out, by the disparities in defining or reconci
	As we proceed with our interviews, afewquestionswillcontinueto guide our discussions: Howcould DLTfacilitate, for example, recordkeeping and audittrailsto assistwith enforcement? 
	Would DLT, rather, interfere with enforcement by removing human intermediaries that have traditionally provided regulatory hooks for enforcement agencies? 
	H. Digital Coins 
	Onealready significantapplication of DLTwith securitieslawimplicationsisthedigital coin.An initialwaveof offeringsweremadeby bad actorswho committed rampantfraud in taking advantage of the speculative fever surrounding Bitcoin. Uncertainty around the status of cryptocurrency under the securities laws probably reduced the effectiveness of these laws in preventing such offerings. Thisinitialwave of fraud hasgenerated great regulatory suspicion of digital coinsin general,according to one former regulator. Anot
	Securities regulation ascurrently interpreted by theSEC has notrecognized thatdigital coinsare fundamentally different fromequities. On the onehand, whatisinitially offered isvery much likean equity security:The offeror isissuing theitemin order to raisemoney for aproject based on itseffortsand, if theeffortsaresuccessful, theitemwillbeworth morein thefuturethan its offering price. Thustheinitialoffering itself needsto beregulated very much likean offering of stock. Thisway fraudcan be prevented andinvestor
	of itstrading, if any, should probably be outsidethescopeof thesecuritiesregulation regime.
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	To thispoint, oneinterviewee fromtheregulatory communityexplained that,whilemany in thatcommunity think thatthesecuritieslawsare flexibleenough to accommodatecoins, this intervieweedisagreed. Theintervieweesuggested instead a regulatory safeharbor, which would 
	See, e.g., Securities&ExchangeComm’n, Frameworkfor “InvestmentContract”Analysis ofDigitalAssets (Apr.3,2019),. 
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	providetimeforan innovator tobuild thetoken networkuntilthetoken no longerran afoulof securities laws. 
	I. RegulatoryLearning 
	Amajor themearising from our interviewswith regulatorsand industry participantsalike isthatregulatory fragmentation and regulators’slow reactionsarestifling potentialinnovation, digital coinsbeing acasein point. Mostinterviewees, when asked, saw potentially significant applicationsof DLTtechnology, but noted thatunclear regulationsand uncertain enforcementcan scareinnovatorsand dissuademarketparticipantsfrominvestingin socially beneficialtechnology. Asmultipleinterviewees said, untilregulators foster blockc
	So howto makeregulatorsand regulationsnimbler?Oneregulator –whileacknowledging thesignificantpotentialof DLTto transformsecuritiesmarkets–pointed outthatSEC rulesstand in thewayand need to befixed. Thesameregulator briefly noted thatregulatory fragmentation and complexity aredisproportionately burdensome for smaller innovators,who usually lack the resources to navigate such complexity. 
	Onemember of the broker-dealer communitythoughtthattechnology regulationsshould bebased more on principlesand updated frequently. However, theremay beaclash of cultures here. As onemember of theregulatory communityexplained, itisnoteasy to convincetheSEC to give prospective policy guidance – regulators may be much more comfortable making policy through ex-postenforcement. However, notevery intervieweewasso criticalof theSEC in this regard. Onemember of the broker-dealer community thoughtthatregulatorshad de
	Interestingly, onemember of theinvestmentcommunity thoughtthatitwasmore difficultto petition the SEC for permission to do something unusual in the U.S. than it was to petition regulatorsin other jurisdictions, and so astudy of thesuccessesand failuresof sandboxesin these other jurisdictions would be worthwhile. 
	This alsobringsup apolitical economy point:Would theSEC, for example,wantto promote technology that renders much of its role obsolete (in a blockchain-based system, for example, would registration of publicofferings no longer benecessary)?Thisisparticularly a problem for DLTin privatemarkets –acompletely decentralized, trustlesstrading venuein the private markets might ultimately fall completely outside the SEC’s purview. Would this be allowed or even a good thing? 
	The industry’s distrust of regulators’ technological capacity is also a significant impedimentto progress. Thedebatearound sourcecodereflectsthis, asoneformer regulatortold us: RegulationAutomated Trading originally proposed thatHFTsrevealtheir sourcecode, butthis received major criticismbecausetheindustry did nottrustthe governmentwith members’source code –even in light of a subpoena or court order. 
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	Looming overtheseissuesisthefailureof afragmented regulatory systemto keep pace– and the resulting negative repercussions for overall economic efficiency. For example, conversationswith regulators revealed concernsthattheSEC isill-equipped to addressantitrust concerns raised by theconcentration of shareholder power in afewmassiveinstitutionalinvestors 
	–whiletheFTC and DOJ, America’straditional antitrust regulators, are not qualifiedto address securities issues. Similar problems may arise if DLT-based trading creates some kind of monopoly. Other interviewees raised theexample of FINRAlacking adequate reach into the futuresmarketseven though manipulativeschemescan easily involvean interaction between the futuresand securitiesmarkets. Froman industry standpoint, onemember of the broker-dealer community explained that, though the goal was to make sure all re
	Gregory Meyer, US regulator declares ‘dead’ moves to seize HFT code, Fin. Times(Oct. 4, 2017), . 
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	from each other’s mistakes, and another member of the regulatory community questioned the wisdom of combining theSEC and CFTCbecausethey regulatevery differentmarkets.Yettwo other regulatorsthoughtfragmentation wasclearly harmfuland did notthinkthatagencieswould work together better untilCongresschangeditssystemhaving adifferentcommittee overseeing each agency, with eachjealously guardingits prerogatives.  
	Other regulatorsraisedconcernsthatSEC enforcementishampered by its slowadjustment to both technologicalchangeand globalization. As onemember of theregulatory communityput it, very fewpeopleattheSEC areskilled in programming and handling big data or DLTand, as a result,may notrealizethatthey can beflying blind with respectto importantkindsof activitiesin need of regulation. Another suspected that the SEC and FINRA will need to hire technical auditors. 
	On an internationallevel, technology hasmadeitfar easier to investin thestocksof foreign issuersand, following theadvice of financial economists, alarger and larger portion of U.S. individual investors’ portfolios is composed of foreign stocks. But as one member of the regulatory community noted, regulators lack effective ways to obtain the audit papers of corporations in many countries in order to detect fraud against U.S. investors. Nor did this interviewee like the idea of allowing companies to simply co
	In sum, deep uncertainty aboutthe regulatory framework around DLT and technological changeimpedespotentially socially-beneficialinnovation. Regulatorsand marketparticipants understand the problem, butare notsure howto solveit. Clearer goalsare needed. Would itbe desirable, for example,to encourageinnovation that might reducethe oversightcapacity of a regulator? 
	Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionswillguide our discussions:Would regulators tolerate a truly trustless system? Should they? Will regulatory fragmentation and apparent skepticism of innovation stifledevelopment of DLT to thepointwhereU.S.marketsareat an internationaldisadvantage?Alternatively, willthedevelopment of DLToutpacethecapacity of 
	Aswecontinueinterviews, afewquestionswillguide our discussions:Would regulators tolerate a truly trustless system? Should they? Will regulatory fragmentation and apparent skepticism of innovation stifledevelopment of DLT to thepointwhereU.S.marketsareat an internationaldisadvantage?Alternatively, willthedevelopment of DLToutpacethecapacity of 
	regulatorsto makeand enforce rules needed for themarketsto continueto function in waysthat benefit society? 

	J. COVID-19 
	COVID-19has forced marketparticipantsto focus on fundamentalbusinessrisksand, as a result, may havedelayed markets’ adoptionofinnovationslike DLT. Butit may have also acceleratedchangesthatsomemarket participants have resisted. 
	Onemember of thelegalcommunity speculatedthatthepandemichasstrengthenedthe trend away from maximizing shareholder value and toward also maximizing the interests of stakeholderslikeconsumers,employees, and supply-chainparticipants. Thelong-termeffects of thistrend, andthecontinuing focus on environmental, social, andgovernance(ESG) factorsin investing,couldbe substantial. 
	COVID-19 servesasan interesting stresstestfor thesecuritiesmarkets, theresultsof which arenotyetfully in. Greatuncertainty aboutthefutureof theeconomy hasled to extremeswings in themarketsand ahigh volumeof trading asinvestors seize on each smallscrap of information isastrawin thewind thattakes on added significance. So far,theequity marketseemsto have handled these challenges well. The extraordinary efforts of the Federal Reserve to loosen monetary policy and intervenein variousfixed incomemarketsraiseques
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	worried abouthow little weknowabouttheinvestmentsof unregulated privateequity firms,which play such alargerolein our economy. IfCOVID-19leadsto asharp and extended economic downturn many of thosefirmscouldfail.That could harmretirement funds, insurancecompanies, universities, and othersthatinvested with thefirmsand promptareevaluation of howprivate equity is treated. 
	Precautions against COVID-19 have led several companies to experiment with virtual shareholdersmeetings, according to two interviewees. Thosemeetingscould even replacesome in-person versionsafter thepandemicis over, though oneinterviewee doubted they would beas effective 
	Asweconductmoreinterviews, wehopeto gain additionalinsightinto howCOVID-19 is affecting thesecuritiesmarketsand plan to speak again with someinterviewees oncetheeffects of the pandemic are clearer, in six months or so. 

	IV. Themes and Next Steps 
	IV. Themes and Next Steps 
	Our interviews so far have introduced and explored a rich variety of issues faced by securitiesmarkets, with a focus on theimpactof DLTamidst rapid innovation and technological change. While DLT couldtransformmany aspectsof thesecuritiesmarkets– fromtrading to the monitoring of human intermediariesto access forordinary investors–itsfullpotentialwillnotbe realized withoutmore regulatory guidanceand a greater appetite for innovation amongmarket participants. We continueto conduct interviewsand will update thi
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